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A NEW LIFE NEW AID TO FAYETT

•

A NEW LIFE begins in Free.
stoin Village in Somerville,
Tenn., in the person of little
Mason, daughter, of Mr. and
Mrs. Jennie Lee Mason, who

seser-e

reportedly evicted from
their tenant farm In Fayette
County. The Masons occupy
one of the tents and have been
In the village for about three

MISSISSIPPI

weeks. Activity fairly bristles
in the 'city.' Last week members of the National Baptist
Convention, Inc., which carries a membership over five

million, visited the settlement
to see if they could lend a
hand. Dr. .1. H. Jackson
(right) holds the young arrival as other kids in the vit.

lege and members of his convention look on. At extreme
left is Dr. A. E. Campbell,
first vice president of the Con.
vention of which Dr. Jackson

is president. They plan to buy
land in the depressed
of Haywood and Fayette so
that Negroes can own the
land they farm. Prior to their

areas

trip to Fayette Dr. Jackson
and his entourage had deposited $1,000 in the Tri-State
Bank of Memphis toward Mir
obpectIve. At right Is a car-

lei-State Defender

TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS

penter putting in floors to the
tents to keep out he chill. Aid
from all over the country is
still being sent to the counties. (Withers photos)

MISSISSIPPI
TENNESSEE
ARKANSAS
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AME Banquet

•McFerren Says Whites Tried
To Bribe Fayette Leaders

The AME Ministers Alliance
Is sponsoring a banquet, Tues.day. February 7 at 7:30 p.m.
at Ward's Chapel AME church.
Parkway and Woodard.
The purpose of this banquet
Ts to organize a Board of Directors for a School of Religious
Education, which the Alliance
is sponsoring.
The Board will consist of the
pastor and two (2) lay members, preferably the Superintendent of the Sunday School,
and the President of the ACE
League of each local church.
Each pastor is asked to send
his name and the names of
two lay members to. Rev. El.!
rner M. Martin, 248 E. Calhoun, Memphis.
A turkey dinner will be served in the spacious dining room
of Ward Chapel AME church.
Rev. H. L. Starks, president,
R. L. Beckett, chairman of
publicity committee.

Money Offered
To Stop Fight

13 Bus Rides.
3 Cursings Out

John McFerren disclosed to go bunch in the Freedom City
he Tri-State Defender that he activities.
believed that "some people" PREPARED STATEMENT
have approached board mem- Rev. June Dowdy, vice presbers of the Fayette Civic and ident of the League read a preWelfare League which he heads pared statement that denounced
as chairman, to get them to as false charges that James
sabotage the board and its fight Forman had poisoned the mind
to register Negroes in Fayette of McFerren. Mn, Forman, a
WHIST BOWL
County and Somerville Tenn. Chicago school teacher, heads
The Elks are sponsoring
Mr. McFerren didn't name the Emergency Relief CommitWhist Bowl each week in their
names but he said that each of tee of Chicago, which Rev. Downew ballroom the Starlight
the members of the 14 - man dy said has donated 10 van
Room, starting Saturday, Feb.
board had told him that "white loads of food and clothing and
4, 8 p.m. There will be prizes
men" had offered them money over 64,000 to Freedom Village,
JOHN McFARREN
for the winners and a weekly, DIMES HAIRCUT — Dr. John vision of the Dimes campaign.
to form a split in the activities Mr. Franklin had said through
monthly and yearly champion F.. Jordan, popular Memphis Mrs. Morris is a capable tonof the League in order to stall the daily press at a called press
will be crowned through elimi- dentist and co-chairman of the sorial artist and the operator its operations
in the County.
conference by Attorney Estes
of Dimes, of her own shop on Vollennation. Atty. I. H. Murphy is 1961 New
Mr. McFerren talked to Tri- in the lawyer's office, that a
Ekalted Ruler and Mrs Julia gets his hair cut by Mrs. Al- tine. Event took place at the
sum of $1,350 in cash contribuRoss is chairman of the pro- ma Morris, chairman of the March of Dimes Extravagan- State Defender reporters after
he had just held a bristling press tions to the League has to be
gram.
Barbers and Beauticians di. za held recently at the Flaconference on Beale with mem- explained.
mingo room in cooperation
bers of the weekly and daily Mr. McFerren said that the
with sponsoring agencies.
papers in Memphis. A member League has adopted a set proMrs. A. Marie Fort directed
of the Associated Press was cedure by which organizations
the program which featured
arid persons contributing to the
present, also.
fashions, hair styles (and cutmovement can look at the
Mr.
McFerren,
with
10
other
ting), and dancing as highbooks. "We don't want the press
members
Board
the
of
of
Dilights.
rectors of the League, soundly to see our books," Mr. McFer- In a press conference that
denounced Atty. James F. Es- ren said, but we will let any- took place past press time of
tes and League President Scott body who has contributed to the Defender Atty.
James F
Franklin for their reported our cause see how the money
Estes told reporters that
statements in the daily press is used
that McFerren had allowed him- Mr. McFerren and board charges against him and Scott
TAKE ANOTHER LOOK
up the "fool's hill" stage of
self to be taken in by a Chica• (See MONEY, Page 2)
Franklin were completely "un"I feel there should be some life . . . living in a kind of
true."
More happy medium of com- pre-dawn world . . a world
ma•IIN•aso•aaam•••
Mr. Franklin told the TriMunication between parents all cluttered up with a crazy
and teen-agers. I don't mean mixture of facts and fancies. . .
State Defender that McFerren
one of these 'buddy - buddy' day-dreams and new realities.
was lying and that he could not
things. But I'm thinking of a Perhaps a less caustic obbe put out as president of the
relationship in which the child server would agree that the
The beautiful
Hanley ele- ROBBERY
,an incident she said happened Fayette Civic and Welfare Leacan take his or her problems teen-ager is a person who is
school, built
on Four youths were arrested.when a Negro man approached gue, unless the Board voted
to the parents with confidence just awakening to the realities mentary
grounds
covering
several last week and charged
with her and said that he had just him out,
of receiving helpful and under- of the world around him or
standing counsel . . . rather her. He has to make adjust- blocks, bounded by Spottswood, a number of burglaries com- found a wallet containing $1,. Mr,
Franklin said McFerren
Boston, Carnes, and Hanley mitted last August. It had been 200. He told her that he would
than turn to some adult whose ments. . .physical,
mental, sta., will be
dedicated
Sun- said that they set a record for split it with her because he is only interested in making
advice may be unwholesome, spiritual. He is at the choice
day afternoon, Feb. 5, at four 22 robberies.
liked her looks,
money for himself."
or to some other teen-ager who, making stage of life. . .deciding
o'clock. The program will be
on what habits to take on.
Is equall, immature."
Police said the boys ranged They would put up some monheld
in
the
school
cafetorium.
ey for good faith. Miss Butter
Those were the words with what attitudes to assume, what
Front five to six o'clock, open in ages from 14 to 17 years
which Mrs. Catherine Johnson, values of right and wrong to
went to the bank, checked out
house will be held. Visitors old. They reportedly burglarwidely known teacher and pi- accept. It is admittedly a difized Douglass high at 3200 $175 and gave it to the man. Senate
are welcomed.
anist, voiced her concern With ficult period of life. It's time
Miss Butter told police she
This school, the only one of Mount Olive 20 times during
when a fellow really needs a
the welfare of today's
waited vainly three hours for
its kind in the mid-South, has the period. They were also
friend.
He never came back
charged with entering the him.
by
Mrs. Johnson's interest is easi- Mrs. Johnson is suggesting been built cooperatively
Center COURT HOLDS:
the Board of Education and Douglass Community
She has that "friend" might well be
ly understandable.
the Memphis Park Commis- at 1616 Ash and a grocery Jesse Turner, executive vice WASHINGTON — The White
bad a long, continuing, and close the parents of such individuals.
sion. It is unique in that it store in the neighborhood. president of the Tri-State House Monday sent to the Senassociation with a large num- She told of experiences in which
was designed and constructed They were turned over to Ju- Bank, will have to test a state ate a list of 15 nominations
ber of teen-agers, of all shapes a teen-ager would be making
to serve a dual purpose: to venile Court. Most of the loot segregation statute in the state previously announced by Presiand varieties and of both sexes. some mistake. She would
provide an elementary school was food and small change. courts before three federal judg- dent Kennedy, including that of
As a high school teacher she threaten to tell the teen-ager's
for children in grades
NIGHT GRADS
es will rule on his integration Robert C. Weaver, of New
works daily
with teen-agers parents. She admitted she was
through six, and to house a Principal W. D. Callian is suit against the Dobbs House York, to head the Housing and
As pianist and co-director of shocked when said teen-ager community
center to promote proud of his 39 graduates in restaurant of Memphis, Mu- Home Finance Administration.
the famed Teen-Town Singers would tell her. "Ain't no use
recreation activities for young 1960 of Booker T. Washington nicipal airport.
Several southern Senators
Of Radio Station WDIA, Mrs. telling mama. . .if you know people and
adults.
night school, who won $5,000 The three judges in a
Johnson broadens her regular any advice I need, you'd betruling have said they will oppose conHanley
elementary school in scholarships last year.
contact with teen-age boys and ter give it yourself."
filed last week in
Federal firmation of Weaver who has
was built to give relief to the "My students really worked.
district court invoked the doc- said he favors federal steps
girls. And as a church work- The implication, SS Mrs. over
-crowded
day
held
Melrose
jobs and went trine of abstention. The
elemen- They
panel, to prevent racial segregaion in
er, nandling young people's Johnson saw it, was the teen- tary school.
Mrs. Beulah M. to school at night. They real- which cited a U.
S. Supreme publicly-aided housing.
choirs and the like, Mrs. John- ager had no confidence that he Williams,
who
important
how
an
served
educe- Court decision as the basis for There was no indica'slor, when
last ized
son gets to know teen-agers' would receive any helpful adyear, as the principal of the tio,nlvies,h
"avhee
its ruling, was made up of the senate is expected to act
understanding from Melrose
from the inside.
vice or
elementary which was
43
8112i44tudents in the Judge John
D. Martain of the on the nominations.
the
parent.
created by separating t h e elementary and high
Mrs. Johnson Is not alone in
school Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals Weaver is in Chicago attendLACK OF TOGETHERNESS first six
her concern about today's boys
grades from the Mel- classes — 100 in the elementary
Cincinnati and
in
District ing a convention of the Nation.
and girls in the teen-age area. Like many teachers and rose high school, was sent to alone — which is in its first
JudgeMarion S. Boyd of Mem- at Association of Home Buildin contact Hanky in
All over the nation serious- others constantly
August
as
year."
principal
with teen-agers, Mrs Johnson to
phis and Judge William
E. era.
thinking, observant adults
completely organize this Registration for the second
Kennedy also named James
Miller of Nashville. Tenn.
. about that young has made the disturbing dis- new elementary school.
Concerned
will
semester
be
held
this
covery that, there is a wide
Mr. Turner claimed in the E. Webb to beadthe nation's
individual located somewhere
The recreation center
7-7721.
JA.
Call
week.
will
civilian
space program . The
suit filed April 1, 1960, that on
of
misunderstanding be under
between the dream world of chasm
the supervision
of SWINDLE OF THE WEEK
Senate, meanwhile, approved
togetherness
and
1959,
lack
he
of
and
28,
two
April
bebusichildhood and the
E. T. Hunt, of the Recreation Miss Lee Etta Butter, 23refusedG. Mennen Williams, former
of adult life Some- tween too many parents and Department. Sam McAnulty year-old second grade instruc- neas associates were Hou,.governor of Michigan,
as Asthe
Dobbs
in
services
DARK
SHADOWS,
(See
body once observed that the
will direct activities at the tor at Barrett's Chapel school
;sistant Secretary of State for
Page 2)
teen-ager is a person climbing
its Arlington, told police about (Sea MEMPHIS, Page if 'African Affairs.
eater.

i
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Estes Denies
Charges Of
Fayette Club

march

Mhumlhciemes

E

agers.

Price 15c

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

1.

New Hanley
School To
Be Dedicated

:Memphis-This Week s

Mrs. Mary Johnson of 2164 eral, calling them foul names.
Shannon voiced angry resent- "Another white man across
ment of the New Memphis from me got up and started
Transit Authority, the NAACP toward me as if he was going
And Negro leviers of Memphis to hit me," said Mrs.
JohnIn general last week
over son. "But a white man told
three consecutive racial inci- him to sit back down and
he
dents on city buses.
did."
Mrs. Johnson quite outspok- "I promptly called
the bus
enly, said that she had been company and talked with Mr.
cursed out and sadly mistreat- E. P. McCallum, head of the
ed on the Memphis buses sim- operating department of the
ply because she wanted to sit buses, about his procedure,"
where she wanted to.
said Mrs. Johnson.
Mrs. Johnson said she boardMrs. Johnson said that Mr.
ed a bus Monday, Jan. 23, McCallum told her that the
and sat down beside a white buses were desegregated but
man who cursed her out for that she would take her own
sitting next to him on the bus. chance when sitting down heShe said she told the man that side a white man.
she had paid just as much CALLED SUGARMON
money (20 cents) as he had "I called Mn. Russell B. Sugand that she had a right to sit armon, jr., and got his opinanywhere she wanted.
ion," said Mrs. Johnson. She
The very next day Mrs. John- said Attorney Sugarmon told
son said she boarded a No. her that she was not supposed
10 Central bus which she said to sit beside a white man bewas driven by a Mr. Bourland. cause the case was still pending
This day was the worse, she on bus integration.
said.
"I was furious, "said Mrs.
SAT NEXT TO WHITE
Johnson. "I called the NAACP
"I sat down next to this white and they gave me no satisfacman," she said. "The seat was tion and I just wonder what's
well passed the back door and going on," Mrs. Johnson said.
the man said to me that he And then to top that off. Mrs.
didn't want a nigger sitting Johnson said, she boarded andown next to him. I told him other bus the very next day
tat maybe he should get up and was rebuffed again until
and move up to the front." a Negro man came to her resMrs. Johnson said the man cue and warded off white man
commenced to curse her and who was cursing her out for
talk about all Negroes in gen- (See RIDES, Page 2)

Gets
weaver sName

teen-

•
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are

reslities

growing

Call "Miss Results

JA 6-8397

To Place Your Want Ad.

UN Warns Of
Congo Strife

DEFENDER
Week Of Feb. 4-10, 1961

Va. College Choirs
Set For TV Program

LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo -(UPI)- The United Nations military commander here
warned Sunday that the Congo
is drifting toward civil war
and the diminishing UN troop
force will be powerless to stop
it unless reinforced.
U. Gen. Sean McKeown, just
back from a week's tour of UN
contingents, told newsmen "the
situation is serious" but that
a civil conflict was "still avoidable."
McKeown said the object of
the UN troops was to prevent
any clash between rival factions in the chaotic Congolese
situation.
But he added that if the UN

does not get troop replacements
for contingents pulling out ''it
•
will be very difficult to prevent any clash."
TROOP SHORTAGE
The Irish general estimated
that at least 20,000 UN troops
were needed for the task. If
scheduled withdrawals of United Arab Republic, Moroccan,
Indonesian and Guinean troops
take place, the Uhl force will
be down to 13,000 men.
Immediate problem will be
replacements for U A R troops
stationed in Equatorial province, where clashed have been
reported recently between
troops fo Congolese army
strongman Col. Joseph Mobutu
and partisans of jailed ex-premier Patrice Lumumba.
It appeared, meanwhile that
the UN force sent here to cope
with Congolese army's lack of
discipline was being infected
by it instead.

NEW YORK, - Three col- area.
On Feb. 12 Xavier Universilege choral groups - all from
Virginia - will be presented ty's choir (New Orleans, La.)
by James Yestadt
on the February 5 program of directed
ABC Radio Network's "Negro will be heard.
College Choirs." The choirs to The Knoxville College Conbe heard are: Hampton Insti- cert Choir (Knoxville, Tenn.)
tute. St. Paul's College a n d will present the Feb. 19 broadcast under the direction of AT ART SHOW - At the re- from left, and Owen student- "Miss Owen
tour Jean the talents of the two young
Virginia Union University.
cent art show at Owen col- artist Louis Hampton
Johnson, Marva Sholders and artists through water paint"Negro College Choirs" is Roger Hodson.
a presentation of the American The choir of Bishop College lege presented by the College sixth from left. From left are Mary Richardson. In the ings, ink drawings, spatter
abstracts, wood carvings,
Broadcasting Company's pub- (Marshall, Tex.) is scheduled library, a group of interest- Delores Prince, Otha Mabry, background are examples of
lic affairs department. It show- for Feb. 26. J. Harrison Wil- ed students posed with the Mary Ann Duck, Willie Spen• Mr. Cooke's art work. The charcoal and oil paintings,
showcards and commercial
artists at this two-man show, ce, Mr. Cooke, Mr. Hampton, interesting show displayed
eases the choral groups of the son is the director.
illustrations. (Withers photo)
Longino A. Cook jr., fifth
member colleges of the United
Negro College Fund.
The weekly programs originate in New York City. The
dates given here ar for WA- (Continued From Page 1)
BC-N.Y. (Sundays, 7:30-8:00
A.M.) In other sections of the their teen-age sons and daughcountry ABC affiliated sta- ters. Too many parents are
tions carry "Negro College throwing up their hands in deKEOKUK, Iowa -(UN) - Judge Paul Proctor sentenced sub-zero weather, wearing a
Choirs" on varying days and spair and admitting that they
Orville McCracken was up to him to 10 days for vagrancy. suit coat, trousers and rubber
that
boy'
don't
understand
'just
loCheck
hours.
different
at
his ankles In trouble again Tues- Proctor suspended sentence overshoes.
cal listings for air-time in your (or girl). Too many parents
a "blow" to Kennedy's pro- in control no legislation favor- da
By VINCENT J. BURKE
on condition McCracken leave
are saying, "I just don't know WASHINGTON - (UPI) - gram.
He went to jail and officials
Y.
ed by Kennedy and Rayburn
McCracken, 54, has trouble town. McCracken didn't and gave him long underwear, an
what to do about that boy (girl) Speaker Sam Rayburn has The question to be put before would be pigeonholed.
arrested told Procwhen
he
was
. . . I've done all I know to do challenged a southern Demo- the House is approval of Ray- At his news conference, Ray. with shoes. He has lost them
and a pair of shoes.
tor, "I can't find my shoes." overcoat to keep him (or her) in line. . . cratic-Rrepublican
McCracken told of arrests in
coalition to burn's plan to liberalize the burn brushed aside talk of corn- twice in Keokuk and gone to He served 10 days.
now I just give up and leave a winner-take-all-fight for con- Rules committee by enlarging promise.
on "minor" charges
jail both times.
Then McCracken settled down 20 states
him (her) to the Lord."
(Continued From Page 1)
trol of the House legislative it to 15 members.
Once he almost went to Jail In a shack on the Mississippi and Proctor asked institutional
been
any
"There
never
has
When the teen-ager is "left
The vote will determine basis for compromise between without losing his shoes. When river and lived on "bread and: authorities to study the case.
members said they had dis- to the Lord," he or she 'ex- machinery.
whether Rayburn or Rules Mr. Smith and me," he declar• he came to Keokuk last Ode- onions," he said, until officers; Pending court action, Mccharged Attorney Estes, their plodes" . .. either for better The veteran Texan spurned
Cracken waited in jail with his
Chairman Howard W. Smith, ed.
her, Lee County Superior Court found him there this week In
legal counsel, because "Mr. Es- or worse .. usually for worse. any compromise in the fight
long underwear, overcoat and
will dominate the comtes has overcharged us for serv- Topflight newspapers and mag- over the make-up of the Rules (D-VA.)
new pair of shoes. A policeman
mittee.
ices rendered."
azines have devoted articles committee which controls the
said McCracken "seems like he
In
the
past
when
the
comflow
of
bills
to
the
House
floor.
Asked by reporters to expand with pages and pages of comwants to settle here."
on that premise, Mr. McFerren ment . . • by expert observers Rayburn told a news confer- mittee membership consisted of
12
House
members,
a
coalition
ence
that
the
issue
will
be
setsaid that Estes bad charged . . to the problems of what
HEART FILLERS
them to deliver a Credit Union one article calls the "Explosive tled in a House floor fight of four Republicans and two
About 35 percent of all carsouthern
Democrats
were
able
Tuesday,
as
scheduled.
charter to them and that the generation".
diovascular deaths, says t h e
to
block
consideration
of
leadHe
indicated
his
belief
that
delivnever
been
Charter has
All over the world it is ba- the outcome will determine ership backed legislation.
Chicago Heart Association, are
ered. Mr. McFerren said a check ng noted that
overthrowing of what success President Ken- If the committee is expanded
in the age groups under 65.
was given to Mr. Estes on Nov.
governments, breaking up of nedy can expect in pushing his to 15 members, Rayburn would
26, 1960 and that the charter ong
Overweight is a health hazestablished institutions, legislative program through be able to name two Democrats NEW YORK - Upper-income school teacher.
more genteel. But they were
hasn't been received by the
revolutionary movements of all this Congress.
favorable to Kennedy programs parents in New York's famous For years, children in the ready to employ many of the ard because it adds to the work
League.
sorts are sparked by teen-agers. Rayburn forecast a close vote and thus break the deadlock.
"silk-stocking district" bitter- "Silk Stocking District" which same devices and arguments as of the heart, according to the
Other money matters between
Teen-agers broke up Syngh- but said he believed he would Compromise talks initiated by ly attacked the Board of Edu- includes some of the highest- Southern racists."
Chicago Heart Association.
Attorney Estes and the League
man Rhee's government in Ko- win. Should the conservative southern Democrats collapsed cation's recent rezoning efforts priced town hous...3 and apart- Essentially, they reported in
were brought up by the board
rea. They sparked the Hungarcoalition of Republicans and after Smth refused to give Ray- by using "educational stand- ments in the world, had attend- Look: "The 'silk-stocking' opmembers present that they said ian
resistance against Russia southern
Democrats triumph, burn assurances that if the con- ards" as a blind for their s.?.g- ed Public School 6 which was position variously employed
Estes had overcharged them
They
dominated
the
mobs
that
he said he would interpret it as servative coalition were left regationist stand, it was report- especially zoned to permit a three basic lines of argument:
on. Mr. McFerren made it clear
thwarted Ex-President Dwight
Putting white and Negro chiled
that he wasn't charging Attorvirtually all-white student body.
Eisenhower's proposed 1960
Two residents of the area, Negro and Puerto Rican dren together is dangerous,
ney Estes with misappropriaBob and Phyllis Goldman, tell youngsters who lived in tene- physically and spiritually to
tion of funds but that the attor- trip to Japan. They take the
lead in the Congo disturbances.
the story of "Segregation: Park ments adjoining the wealthy the whites; integration means
ney was being dismissed. They
Negro American teen-agers are
poorer schools and less educaAvenue Style" in the new issaid that they will seek other
area attended other schools.
bringing the nation's race probtional opportunity; integration
sue of Look Magazine. Mrs.
legal counsel in the near future.
began when the is a leftwing idea, supported
em right down front with their
Goldman is a former City The fight
As to the charges that Mr.
sit-in movement.
Board of Education announced by left-wingers."
Forman was suspected of "unCRIES RAISED
that the district would be re- Many of the children who
American activities," Mr. Mczoned in accordance with old were supposed to be transferFerren said that he has made In the meantime, cries about
juvenile delinquency, teen-age
established, but neglected, reg- red are now in private schools.
a check on most of the organizaulations, with some P.S. 6 stu- Today about 25 per cent of the
tions helping their campaign. beatniks, youth's indifference
to
traditional
moral values, are
dents transferred to a new students in P.S. 198 are white.
He said the organization that
NEW YORK - Whitney M. cently was elected to the presiraised
all
over
and
all
around.
Mr. Forman heads is a subschool, P.S. 198. The majority "Segregationist feelin g's,'
Young, jr., dean of the Atlanta dency of the International Concommittee of CORE, Congress But what to do about it? ... University School of Social ference of Social Work.
of the other students would be Look adds, "is still very much
that's
the
ever-present
quesOn Racial Equality, a much rethe Negroes and Puerto Rican' alive in this area, although
Work, has been selected by the ON LEAVE
spected group in the field of tion. Church youth programs Board of Trustees of the Nawho had attended a ramshackle many of the --lople do not exPresently,
Mr.
Young
have
is
on.
their
bearing
on
it.
Orrace relations.
building which P.S. 198 replac- press it openly. If they did, it
tional Urban League to be the leave from Atlanta university
ganized
recreational
programs
ANSWER CHARGES
would somehow mar their selfed.
organization's new executive ; studying at Harvard university
The press conference was are being expanded. Education- director, Henry Steeger, Sr.,'
Mr. and .drs. Goldman not- image as well-informed, intelunder
a
special
Rockefeller
al
institutions
are
concerned.
Attorney
prompted after the
e& "Our segregationists are lectual people."
League president announced. Foundation grant.
Estes conference that brought Trained social workers have
Steeger said, "Mr. Young A graduate of Kentucky State
interested.
been
actively
long
against
Franklin
from
charges
has been chosen with the un- college, Young holds a master's
McFerren and Forman. Mr. Mc- But Mrs. Johnson may have
animous consent of the Board,degree in Social Work from the
Ferren said their chief aim in touched where the water hits A
dynamic and vigorous lead- Universityof Minnesota.
calling the conference was to the wheel . . . the part that
er, who has a record dis- Young began his professional
refute those charges and set parents need to play in the
situation. Maybe she is right tinguish.mi well beyond his career with the organization he
the record straight.
years, I am convinced that Mr. will soon lead. His professional
He said from now on Scott 'n the suggestion that parents
Young will move the Urban assignment was with the St.
Franklin will no longer be need to seek . . .on their own
WASHINGTON - (UPI) - by Rep. Howard W. Smith, D.
. . some better med- League forward to exciting Paul Urban League as director BERT FERGUSON, WDIA
speaking in the name of the
League. Asked if this meant ium of communication between new achievements. An organi- of Industrial Relations and Vo- Executive Vice President, has Southern Democrats faced the Va., and Rayburn's forces were
that he had been impeached as themselves and their teen-age zation with a 50-year history cational Guidance. He later be- announced the appointment of prospect of political reprisals claiming a victory. Both sides
of 'firsts' has chosen a man who came the executive director of M. J. Vosse, former Adver- no matter where they turned agreed a handful of votes would
president, Mr. McFerren said children.
no "it means that Mr. Frank. The first thing parents need has blazed for himself one first'tbe Omaha Urban League, tising Agency Executive and in the bitter fight over conrol decide the issue.
to gain is the confidence of their after another."
holding that post from 1950 to Charter Member of the Mem- of the House Rules commitlin's chair will be empty."
phis Advertising Club, to the tee.
een-agers. Too many teen-agers Young, 39, will take over the 1954.
seem to feel that their parents organization's top professional Young has been extremely nationally recognized radio
Many southern congressmen
don't kno-- what's happening. • job from current executive di- active as a civic leader in At- station's sales staff. Mr. Vos- were trying to make up their
that they are "squares."
rector Lester B. Granger who lanta, serving on the Executive se, one time member of the
minds whether it woud be poAnd maybe the're right. The retires Oct. 1, leGl. Granger re- Board of the Atlanta Chapter Memphis Press Scimitar Ad- litically safer to support or to
who
vertising
and
Department
fast pace of the modern world,
of the NAACP and consultant to
Sam Rayburn
his oppose Speaker
its too many tensions, its re•
the National Social Science for many years operated
Kennedy on the
also and President
own
advertising
agency
current wars, disclosures of
Committee of that organization.
vote of the 87th
n d first important
corruption in high places, failHe co-authored the recent book- served as Advertising a
Congress.
LOS ANGELES - (AN?) - ure of Christian institutions to
Manager
of
Sales
Promotion
let "A Second Look - The NeTheir decision probably will
Funeral services were held stand up for
Bears in Memphis. He is a
the principles
"
•
gro Citizen in Atlanta."
here last week for Dr. Norris they
Navy veteran of World War determine the outcome when
th
preach, fear of sudden deYoung is married to the II and a member of Ameri- the House votes Tuesday on
Curtiss King, 66, a dedicated struction . • . all that's enough
former Margaret Buckner of can Legion Post No. 1. In ad- Rayburn's plan to liberalize the
physician, who spent many to confuse any and all parMILWAUKEE -(UP I) - Aurora, Ill., and the couple has dition to his long association rules committee
years of research on cancer ents.
adding
by
and tropical diseases. He died But, still the teen-agers would Theodore Pettes, 47, whose li- two children. Mrs. Young bolds in Memphis advertising, Mr. three members, and thus elimthe University Vosse has been
of a heart attack.
be more impressed perhaps, cense to operate a tavern was an M. A. from
active in many inate a potential roadblock to
Dr. King died at his ranch in with a frank, and honest ad- revoked by the city council last of Minnesota in psychology. civic affairs having served on Kennedy's legislative program.
Elsinore where he had enter- mission on the part of the par- week, was fined $150 and costs Mr. Young's father is President various committees with the
The committee has been con—•—
tained his friends and neigh- ents that things are somewhat after pleading guilty to a charge of Lincoln Institute, Lincoln Boy Scouts, Little Theatre, trolled by a conservative coalimothRidge, Kentucky, and his
bors for many years.
MOAT, S.U.N., Heart Assn., tion of Republicans and sGuthout of their reach. Maybe the of pandering, primary cause for
er is the postmistress of LinA native of Princeton, Ky., teen-agers, with such an admis- the revocation.
Clean-Up Campaign. Fire Pre- ern Democrats who blocked
in adDr. King later became one of sion, would be willing to get The council took away Pettes coin Ridge. She was the firs vention Week, rhamber of some liberal legislation.
counPostmistress
in
the
Negro
to
vertising
the outstanding graduates of together with their bewildered license to operate the Black &
Both the conservatives, led
Commerce and
Meharry Medical college. In mothers and fathers . . . and White tavern at 805 W. Winne- try.
Good
later years he helped to finance with a sense of togetherness... bago St., after hearing read a
the education of many young seek to clean up the mess. No letter from Police Chief Howard
Medical students, particularly doubt, Mrs. Johnson has some0. Johnson which said officers
big alma mater.
thing there. Now, wkatchubet!
had been solicited by prostitutes
As founder and director of
(Continued From Page 1)
or their agents in the place 32
The interracial Rose-Netta hosnext to him.
later found out
pital named for his daughter,
times in the last two years.
4110
that the Negro wasn't even;
Rose Marie Terry and his
Also criticizing the establishfrom Memphis," she said. Think
Nettie, Dr. King esment was Alderwoman Vel R.
Phillips, in whose ward it is to. of that," she said. "Here I
the first interracial (Continued From Page 1)
blood bank in the City of Los main dining room.
don't get any help from the
oath&
Angeles. Also for 10 years, he COMI9EST
Memphis Negroes the other
She called the tavern a "menCity
the
connected
with
was
There will be a contest for
,'
I do get
ace to clean living and society." two times and when
department.
Health
the best singing ministers in
it's from an out of town
quininingnmmummentionnummunnimneutinimiiiiiititiniumigninialisitemmuniineA
highly-regarded
was
Dr. King
the city on Feb. 10, at Owen
Negro."
Internationally for his research college, Vance and Orleans.
Mrs. Johnson said she won-dicine. He the Rev. C. Thomas Paige said
work in tropical
ders where the "so-called leadtook two world medical tours some of the finest singing minIf you buy your Defenders from a saleshoy. please
ers" of Memphis are to allow
at his own expense, and was isters in the community will
pay him promptly.
such a thing to happen. "Why
welcomed even in South Africa compete, including Rev. Johasn't someone done something
He is
young merchant who owns and operates Ids
because of his intense interest seph McGhee, Rev. Ray Buntyn,
about it?" she said.
and anxiety to curb diseases nett, Rev. John Ray Buntyn,
own business As such he has his obligation .0 meet. If
disthere.
Rev. Joseph Wilson and Rev. HOLLYWOOD - A Mason- She said she was very
you don't have your money ready - if you ask him to
appointed in the Negro lawyers
Nationally he was recognized W. D. Jones.
wait for his cash - you place • great hardship on him.
Dixon line has hen placed on
for his great contributions to Rev. Paige will sing, but will Warner Bros.' sound stage 7 by and the clergymen. She said
Unless be pays promptly for his papers. he will lose
cancer research on a nation- not compete. Other special director Gordon Douglas to in- she heard from a church goer
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
singers will include the Mem- sure proper southern atmos- that her minister was telling
wide scale.
and a real Business training. And the Defender's regular
chorus. Lee Cun- phere for the Georgia-located his parishioners not to try and
In Newman. Ga., Dr. King phis blind
visits to your home would be interrupted.
married Rose Mae Webb, a ningham, blind singer; Elijah "Claudette Inglish." Technici- sit up front in the buses, to
PLEASE PAY RIM PROMPTLY
graduate nurse. T. this union Hall and
Theodore Fletcher. ans as well as stars. Diane MOW' to the back so that there,
one child was born, Rose Mar- The program is sponsored by Mcflain, Arthur Kennedy and won't he any trouble.
ie, , whom the deceased is the Helping Hand Industries Constance Ford. are required
Mrs, Johnson said she thinks
survivied and by a brother, and the Commonwealth Asso- to talk in a southern drawl something should he done about
Cassius S. King of Elsinore.
ciation.
once they step over the line. the bus situation.
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Call: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor

Rites Held For
Dr. N.C.King

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED • t

Pleads Guilty

1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week

To Pandering
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mother,

Memphis
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CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
—.—

We need capable and aggressive display advertising salesmen and saleswomen to work
field with experience and ability
starting
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter).
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
—0--
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Memphis, Tennessee
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By BETTYE SANDERS
remember
teenagers should
Since .adolescence is only a now and also when we become
step away from adulthood, it is adults and have to take on the
utmost importance that we as and citizenship. The name of
teenagers realize the urgent the poem is "Compensation,"
need of our snaking prepara- which reads as follows:
tions for adult life as citizens The universe pays every man
and be able to cope with the in his own coin; if you smile, it
as smiles upon you in return! if
well
responsibilities as
_privileges of citizenship
with you frown, you will be frownan open mind and intelligence. ed at; if you sing, you will be
First of all, we as teenagers
invited into gay company! if
tmust consider the rights of inyou think, you will be enterdividuals, which could be sumtained by thinkers; and if you
rnarized as follows: freedom
love the world and earnestly
of speech, freedom of choice,
seek for the good that is thereand freedom to pursue happiin, you will be surrounded by
ness.
We must incite within our- loving friends, and nature will
selves the ideals of democracy, pour into your lap the treasures
civic and race pride in order of the earth. Censure, criticize,
that we will represent the con- and hate, and you will be cenway of life as responsibilities of adulthood
cepts of our
sured, critized and hated by
American people.
your fellow men. Every seed
WISE JUDGMENT
Other responsibilities that we brings forth after its kind. Misas teenagers must acquire for trust begets mistrust, and conadulthood citizenship are: 1. fidence begets confidence, kind- To use wise judgment, 2. To ness begets, kindness, love beghave an informed perspective on ets love. Resist and you will be
all matters that confront us resisted. To meet the aggres--before we make our conclu- give assault eevry entity rises
- ..sions. 3. To be willing to have up rigid and impenetrable —
-respect and regard for t h e w hile younder mountain
...rights and beliefs of the ,ni• of granite melts and flows
•nority, and 4. To accept the on the bosom of the river of
- consequences resulting from love.
This is a poem well worth refoolish actions.
• N. W. Zimmerman. a noted membering in every endeavor
poet, wrote a poem that we as that confronts us.

are
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Lookout Mt. One Of
Top 10 Attractions

EXTRAVAGANZA — Above
is a portion of the many
beauticians and models from
all over the city of Memphis
who took part in the Fashion
Extravaganza at the Flamingo room Jan. 24 for the New
March of Dimes. The show,
directed by Mrs. A. Marie

Fort, was a smashing success
despite the zero weather.
Mrs. Forte and Mrs. Mildred
Riley, co-chairman of the
program, send heartfelt
thanks to the many professional models, beauticians,
businesses and clubs who
participated in the event.
Thanks go out to Emery

Parks for the lighting effects,
to Bill Fort and his band, to
little Horace Turner Mitchell
and his band, to Mrs. Ann
Mitchell, program chairman,
and Mrs. Margaret Pensbrooke and Mrs. Joe Gresham and Mrs. C. Coger and
Mrs. Cooper Taylor, mem.
hers of the finance commit-

tee, to Nat D. Williams,
the MC., and to Gene Burr
for the wonderful door prize.
Special thanks go to Bura's
department store and to
Paul's Tailoring and the
North Memphis Barbers association for their contribution. See other pies on pages
10 and 13. (Withers photo).

College Tuition Range: Zero-$1600

NEW YORK — Bennington to pay the new fees. For those
college thinks it has proven of lesser means, the individual
tuition and other fees can be student charge for tuition ($1600
raised to a point where they of the $2650 in overall fees) was
cover the actual cost of educat- adjusted to the ability to pay.
Miss Stewart explains the
ing a student.
The small liberal arts school adjustments in the ability to
for women in Bennington, Vt. pay are "Bennington's equivabelieves other colleges may fol- lent to scholarships or student
low suit now it has shown the financial assistance." They
differ, she notes, from need.
way.
Like most, if not all, private based scholarships of other
colleges only in that they are
institutions, Bennington found
FORT \101tTH, Tex — (UPI) side tracks in the city last April
available to all, not just those
itself subsidizing all students,
— "And if thy right hand of- 8. He told officers he staggered
Miss Edith Stewart, assistant to of scholarship grade.
-lend thee, cut it off and cast down the tracks, before col"Tuition adjustments are not
the president, points out.
lapsing.
It from thee.
True, it was indirect, through included in the cost-of-education
A veteran of two wars, Mic- -The confession cleared up a
adds, ''but are
by figure," she
low teacher salaries and
--irey Covington, 33, waved his murder case that had baffled
dipping into endowment and covered by gifts. Thus a student
bandless right forearm at De- police. Covington said he acother gifts to cover operating paying the full fees pays only
tectives Tuesday and read the tually did the shooting out namfor her own education, not that
coSts.
30th verse of, the fifth chapter ed two other men, who, he said,
pay- of others too." Besides tuition
of the gospel according to Mat- talked him into the attempted Still not one student was
ing the entire cost of her educa- adjustments, loans also are
thew.
robbery and waited outside
available to students.
Then Covington confessed to Morrison's Drug store in • an tion, Miss Stewart writes in
Miss Stewart explains that
BusiCollege and University
a murder. He said his right automobile for him.
ness, a professional journal. Bennington studied the idea long
hand offended him by holding
Covington was charged with The college, however, realized and hard before deciding to
the pistol he used to kill J
bond set at $10.000. that many of its students from charge the full-cost-of education
Homer Morrison, 60, while he murder; his
ended his confes- wealthier families could afford rate. The college feared a subwas trying to rob him Nov. 17, Covington
sion with: "I guess I'll feel bad to pay the actual cost of their stantial drop in enrollment and
1959.
electrocute me. I just education.
realized it would need more
The bible-quoting veteran told until they
care."
NEW FEES
gifts to permit the tuition adofficers he deliberately cut off don't
the
1958
September
in
So
justments.
his hand. in Houston,.-Tex., to
A healthy heart is the strong- school put into effect new fees The substantial drop in enhelp tleanse him of guilt. He
the
considered
in
Every
body.
muscle
it
the
est
what
on
based
said he laid his arm on a railrorment never came and gifts
a ateroad track so a passing train hour it puts forth enough en- actual cost of educating
increased. The quality of the
fees
The
year.
full
a
for
dent
150-pound
a
carry
ergy to
would cut it off.
students also improved.
to
$2250
from
$400,
raised
were
roof
the
to
street
the
man from
FOUND IN DAZE
William C. Fels, president of
year.
a
$2650
acbuilding
three-story
show
of a
out that
Houston police records
Bennington, points
families
whose
students
All
Heart
Chicago
the
to
cording
and
that Covington, dazed
things negan looking brighter
required
were
it
afford
could
Association.
besitting
bleeding, was found
when people started to realize
that Bennington didn't have a
$1600 tuition fee. "It ranges
from zero to $1600."

LOOKOUT MOUNTAIN, Ten- lay Caverns, Virginia;- Morino
nessee (Special'. — A Tennes- Studios, Florida; Mt. Vernon.
Center,
see tourist attraction, Beauti- Virginia; Rockefeller
Silver
City and
atop New York
ful Rock City Gardens
Lookout Mountain near Cha- Springs, Florida. '
GarBeautiful Rock City
tanooga, Tennessee, has been
named among the top dozen dens was the only mid-South
tourist attractions in the United tourist attraction in the list.
States by the TRAVEL USA The number of visitors who
newsletter of the National As- enjoy Rock City Gardens ansociation of Travel Organiza- nually exceeds a half million
tions.
people. It has been estimated
Rased on information as to that one out of ten of all the
the iurgest visitor attractions children born in the United
which States each year will see Rock
in the United States
charge admission and are op- City at some time during their
crated by private enterprise, lives.
the
by
list published
the
TRAVEL USA newsletter cited ALUMNI MEET
Memphis alumni of LeMoyne
attracmost-visited
twelve,
College will conduct their
tions.
In addition to Rock City Gar- monthly meeting Sunday, Feb.
dens, the newsletter named 5, at 5 p.m in the college's
On alphabetical order): Co- faculty lounge.
Final plans will be made for
loni.al Williamsburg, Virginia;
Florida; LeMoyne's annual Alumni Day
Gardens,
Cypress
Disneyland, California, Em- which will he observed atnBuilding, New day afternoon. Feb. 12, in
State
pire
York City; Freedomland, Bruce Hall. Speaker for the
U.S A., New York City; Hen- occasion will be Dr. Charles L.
Owen
ry Ford Museum and Green- Dinkins, president of
Lu- college.
field Village, Michigan;

Tex. Killer Cuts
Off His Hand

COOKING IS FUN In this
lovely eat-)n-kitchen says
Miss LeMoyne College, the

10% ely Florida Smith. Miss
Smith is one of the hostesses
at the new Seventh Haven

Luxury apartments, 1011 N. planned for February 11 and
Seventh at. The grand open- 12. Seventh Haven is MA.
lug of these apartments is aged by Cooper Realty co..
1007 N. Seventh at.

Savings Bonds Have A Birthday

saes more
441"1% YOU

man 111kilwi

Writers Topic
At APRA Lunch

th,

Chicago Daily News reporter
Bill Furlong will join freelance
writer Alfred Balk in discussing "Free-Lance Writers and
Public Relations Men — Natur
al Enemies?" at th enoon
luncheon meeting of the Chicago chapter of the American
Public Relations Association
Thursday, Jan. 26, in the Illinois Athletic club.
The
widely-published
two
writers are guests of the Chicaga chapter whose monthly ached
ule of business meetings features speakers of interest to
the Chicago public relations
practitioner, according to Harold Bergen, chapter president.
APRA is the nation's oldest
professional public relations organization. The Chicago chapter was formed several months
ago.

•

RETIRING TREASURY Secretary Robert B. Anderson
(left) and the new Secretary
Of the Treasury, C. Douglas
Dillon, joined in ringing a rep
lica of the Liberiy Ball to
signa the 20th anniversary of
the U.S. Savings Bond pi o
gram. The recent ceremonies
took pace on the west steps
of the Treasury Building, op-

posite the east entrance to
the White House. Americans
now own over $43 billion in
series E and H Saving Bonds.
This is an all-time record
high. The I.iberty Bell replica
in the Nation's capital has
counterparts in every state,
donated by State governors,
as a feature of the Independence Savings Bond drive in

A normal heart, says the
Chicago Heart Association, is
shaped somewhat like an over1950. State governors, as
ripe fig and is a little
honorary bond chairmen, will size
more than one-half inches at
rally their volunteer forces its widest point in a small
with similar bellringing cere- woman and six inches in a
large man
monies this spring.

Starts SATURDAY!
ONE BIG WEEK!
THE BOLDEST MOTION PICTURE OF OUR AGE!

We pledge you our
quality Used Cars are
priced to meet any
budget Come see!

UNION CHEVROLET CO.

...and they lived happily ever after!"

et

t

With this wonderful thought, how easily sleep will come. A sleep
that's alive with carefree dreams of happy times forever. And
who's to change these dreams into reality? The opportunity is

c„
o

t,
30%
onc,e0

Vetst

shared by many, including our business and industrial leaders.
The services all of us render, the products we make, the jobs we
create, and the support we give to civic activities are helping to

V41,

— PLUS 2ND HIT! —

build a world.where all can live happier ever after.

990 and 1000 Union Ave.

Southern Bell

14 Years With Chevrolet
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tor.
MT. NEBO BAPTIST
The principal speaker during the morning worship service at the Mt. Nebo Baptist
church, Sunday, was Rev. Guy
Bellamy. Rev. Bellamy is affiliated with the secretarial department of works of the National Baptist Convention.
BAPTIST MINISTERS' ALL!.
ANCE
The Interdenominational Alliance was the guest of the
Baptist Ministers' Alliance,
Tuesday. Rev. H. C. Bunton of
Mt. Olive Catheral delivered
the message.
Following the meeting, which
was held at the St. John Bap- DRAMA IN THE CHURCH— church, under the sponsor- Players are a skilled, highly
tist church, refreshments were "The Boy With A Cart," will ship of Sigma Gamma Rho artistic group of actors fam•
served at Owen college.
be presented by the Bishop's sorority. The proceeds will go ed the country over for their
Ftv. Roy Love is the presi- Players, above, of Santa Bar- to the St. Jude hospital and dramatic 'portrayals in the
dent.
bara, Cal., Feb. 4, 8 p.m. at to worthy students at Le- church.
Rev. Roy Love is the presi- t h e Metropolitan Baptist Moyne college. The Bishop's
McEwen Williams are making
are expressing hatred for your
plans to attend the National
Council of Churches meeting. It
mother whom you believe rewill be held in St. Louis, Mo.,
sponsible for your childhood
on Feb. 13-17
MT. MORIAH BAPTIST
. . . and you are disguising it
The Mt. Moriah Baptist
as love. All of us can be unconchurch on Carnes will hold its
sciously victimized by an old
Men's Day, Sunday. The men
pent up and seemingly forgotten
will prepare breakfast and dinfeeling without really intending
ner for the membership and
their friends besides provide
to be. Surely none of us would
them with an excellent prowillingly take out an old grudge
gram.
against
an innocent child. Yet
the
is
Norsworthy
Rev. R. W.
this can and does happen. Don't
pastor.
Musing: My church Is where of this? There Is nothing wrong let this happen to you and your
the Word of God is preached, with giving the children the unborn child.
the power of God is felt, the benefits of what you did not
Spirit of God is manifested, have or in sharing your experithe Love of God revealed, and ences with him provided that
the Unity of God is perceived. thia does not prevent him from
It is the home of my soul, the making his own choice and exalter of my devotion, the center pressing his own individuality.
Dear Mrs. Watson: I am 20
of my affections, and the forestates of heaven. It claims the and looking forward to my first
The regular meeting of the Mrs. J. T. Ridley, assistant first place in my heart, the baby. I was an unwanted and
terdenominational Minister's chaplain; Mrs. N. E. Douglas, highest place in my mind, the
neglected child, and I look forWives Alliance, of Nashville, pianist; Mrs. J. F. Grimmett,
principal place in my activities, ward to showering my child
Wenn., was held in the home of parliamentarian and Mrs. J.
and its unity, peace and pro- with every bit of love I missed.
hlie Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Grim- Pater Ashworth III, reporter. gess
are ever my concern. I People are telling me I am
Visitors for the evening: The
ett. The officers for the year
owe it my zeal, my benevolence, vain. Am I wrong or right?
ilwere installed by the Rev. A. L. Revs. E. Jones, C. H. Fitz- and my
prayers. When I neg- Mother.
gerald, E. N. Bates, J. .F
L'orter as follows:
T. lect its services I injure its
Dear Mother: You are not
It Mrs. C. H. Fitzgerald, pres. Grimmett, J. L. Powell, J.
dent; Mrs. A. R. Blake, vice Ridley, B. J. Nolen, N. E. good name. I lessen its power. only vain but in essence, you
"president; Mrs. W. White, re- Douglas, McCoy Ransom and I discourage its members, and
*ording secretary; Mrs. K. M. H. D. Bollinger. Mrs. Mack I chill my own soul. Selected
Smith, assist .a n t re- Hall. Mrs. Helen Johns. Mrs. . . . A good thought for ALL
tording secretary; Mrs. W. T. H. D. Bollinger, Mrs. Louis YEAR.
Dear Mrs. Watson. We try to
w-irreen, corresponding secretary; Durham and Mrs. A. J. BransSI C•lors fond Color
do everything for our children,
irs. E. Hickland, chaplain; ford.
Coroblootionri
but they seem so ungrateful.
I., Usher* OM
I want them to have a college
rol rations
education. I want my boy to
(UM FURNITURE DIP?.
go in for sports when he gets
P.13,,. Pesn, Corm. Teas*
in college. Yet he seems listLewes, Prices Avellesble
less and my girl does not even
TRITE F01 ME (ATRIA
want to go to college. We are
able to send them both, though SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
we do not have a college eduS77h1:1sat:7 Sssrgia
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A ed by light rays and gravita- cation. Nervous Parents.
Dear
Nervous
growth
Parents:
their
influence
to
tion
has
college
T
:6-ofessor at A and
?een awarded a grant of $12,200 habits. He said -urmudagrass Ask yourselves: Are you
.,:ly the Natioru.I Science founda- had been selected for the ex- emphasizing the importance of
ion to conduct scientific re- periments because it is one of a college education because High tasheon styling
search.
several plants growing vertical- YOU want them to go or besuperbly tailrired
— at an economy price!
g Dr. Burleigh C. Webb, proles. ly, along the ground surface cause you did not have the opAre
you
portunity?
insisting
soil.
the
below
and
notified
was
agronomy,
or of
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
that your child go out for sports
UNIFORM COW/1NY
ithis week that his project had He added that success in the
314 SO MAIN Si'
IA 6-3641
tibeen approved and funds had project could, conceivably, lead because you worked after
and
school
that deprived you
pbeen allocated. The announce- to change-, in agricultural pracnment was made by Dr. Samuel tices which could improve pasBD. Proctor, president of the ture crops and simplify harvesting of certain other crops.
-college.
A Greensboro native. Dr.
The project, scheduled to be
Webb is a graduate of A 81 T
onducted for a period of two
Ile received the M.S.
ears is entitled, "Interaction of college. from the University of
Growth Regulators and Radiant degree
and holds the Ph.D. deRENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
nergy on Geotropic Response Illinois
State uniPlace Your Order Now
I Burmudagrass Rhizomes." gree from Michigan
JANA PORTER
versity.
Dr. Webb explained the study
For Individuals And Groups
aims to find how certain horCALL, WRITE or WIRE
inones in plants may be affect-

1M ETROPOLITAN BAPTIST
' A fitting climax of a month
if Men's Activities was the dy.
,namic address of Rev. Edward
ef Graham at the Metropolitan
Baptist church, the past SunidaY.;Rev. Graham, D. D., pas."dtor elf Mt. Zion Baptist church
if Iliami, Florida, spoke at
'7T1O:p.m. The Men's Chorus
,;furnikhed the music under the
, ,idireotion of Prof. John W.
.,,Whittaker.
s I Appearing on the program at
1S:15 p.m., also were Prof.
.Thomas I. Willard, Charles
ISueing, M. S. Romby and Prof.
IL. V. Johnson of the First Bapkist church. Lauderdale.
4 Rev. S. A. Owens is the min
dater.
I Long will be the remember
lance of the beautiful moment
irxperienced by the family of
the late Mrs. Cleo Ellis at the
"New Bethel Baptist church on
exalt, the past Sunday. It was
1n that day that the congregai on unveiled a chair in honor of
4he dedicated worker who was
!assistant superintendent ' for
Jive years.
I' Attending were A. E. Witho. Mrs. Birdie Taylor. Ernest
ithers and Jerry Taylor.
The newly elected assistant
uperintendent James Lee. E.
.0. Lynch is the superintendent
land Mrs. I. Ester Thomas is
tthe secretary.
Rev. Dave Bonds is the pat-
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:To Install Officers
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CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

F,A&T Prof. Gets
;Science Grant

CHOIR ROBES

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
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Methodists
:Propose
African Help
t

1
t A leader of Methodist highler education has proposed that
he Methodist Church develop
a plan to provide scholarships
nd travel for African youths
to study in this country.
4 The Rev. Dr. John 0.
11Cross, Nashville, general secretary of the Division of Higher Education of the Methodist
Board of Education, proposed
tthat Methodists plan now for
Is church-wide appeal for funds
Jior the project.
It He made the proposal in his
teeport at the annual meeting
Methodist Board
of
of the
iEducation Jan. 4-6 at Scan-itt
other Methodist
i college and
'agencies here.
a "The need for educated
I Christian leadership is illusf trated by daily happenings hi
"Africa." said Dr. Gross. "The
I present crisis in Africa h a s
made it one of the critical
II testing grounds of the church."
' "Africa fares this time of
i change with several serious
handicaps, chief of which Is
i the lack of trained native
i leadership," said Dr Gross.
4 'The fact that there were only
I 16 L.Aege graduates in the
were
'Congo (two of whom
4 Methodist) when it became In
re
a
is
dependent on June 30
s flection upon the leadership of
bee 011M4 and Mate."

c

Judge Cancels
'Sale' Of Horse
That Dropped Dead

VENTURA, Calif. — (UPI)
— Superior Judge E. Perry
Churchill listened to a wouldbuyer's story and
he
then ruled the man does not
have to pay the 8125 price for
a horse that dropped dead before be could catch it.
"I ran as much as the horse,
judge," explained Cecil Chancy of nearby Elimmore. "I
didn't drop dead — and I'm
over 50 years old."

I

" . . . I am come that they mand that we rethink our
might have life and have It deeds, actions, and utterances.
1more
0; 10 abundantly." — John People who are in places of
responsibility must at all times
No man — no sane man can do these on the highest level.
ccme in contact with Mr. T. J. The people with whom we
Toney, principal of Geeter live and work must see someHigh School without having a thing in us on a positive level
new perspective of life. Early that daily challenges them.
in the year I heard him say, Today as never before peo"Everything we do should ple in all walks of life who are
have is meaning." Time and being hampered by anxieties,
time again I have turned this suspension, illusions, insecurity
verse in my mind. Each time and apprehensions need someIt has taken on new meaning. one in whom they can place
After all what good is living faith for tomorrow. The intelwithout a meaning? What good lectual, moral, and spiritual
is there in doing anything in foundations dreamed of long
this life if there is not a mean- ago have begun to wabble.
ing attached to it? If each one Many of the things taught
of our actions were weighted around mother's and father's
for meaning, I have a sneaking knees have taken on a new
suspicion that many of the glow. The values which were
things we do would be left un- so clearly defined in their early years now are seen through
done.
World conditions today de- the actions of many to have a
vastly different light. Someone
who has found real values in
life like this principal must assume a personal responsibility
to transfer them to the incoming generation. This spirit must
be a part of each of us.
BERKHAMSTED, England
Standing on the threshold of
— (UPI) — The Berkhamsted a life very much akin to our
F.
planning council informed
day, a Man cried out, "I
G. O'Neill he could not build am come that they might have
a motel on part of his prop- life and have it more abundantone of us — at this
erty because of its "great ly!" Each
point must see that the abunlandscape value."
dant life becomes a part of all
The proposed construction of those coming behind us. A
better world should be the
site is a dump.

Dump's Landscape
Too Valuable For
New Motel Site

prime motive of each of us
whatever out status might be.
Every effort should strive to be
colored with the fact that we
are going to make this world
better. thing
that should stare
The
each of us in the face as we
move from place to place
should be that youngster, or
older person for that matter,
who Is looking for a well de.
fined way of life. Not only is it
true that we encounter people
who are nutritionally hungry
but morally, intellectually, and
spiritually as well. We need
someone along the highways to
awaken them to the real meanlife.
to the popular beingConnf
lief held by many today—life
is more than a matter of eating, drinking, and being merry. These objectives may seem
ever so appealling in the days
of our youth but as the years
roll on and responsibilities become more acute we learn that
we must have more than a record of having a good time. We
cannot discount that In life
there is a place for having
some fun but the major function of our being here Is to
make this world better for
those who come behind us. The
world today stands In a dire
need of a moral and spiritaul
equilibrium. To those of us who
are in a place of responsilbility
this is our challenge.
In the final analysis, life boils
down to what Jesus said and
what Mr. Toney said — if life
has no meaning — if all that
we do has no real purpose how
can we Justify our existence
here? We must at all points in
our lives be able to justify all
that we do in light of the highest spiritual and moral values.
Nothing else will really count.
Our ives in all aspects must
speak out in terms of the best
we can give.
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FILLING

Yes Madame,
It's time to start "sparking" up to
Dad again. He is so smart he will never
catch on. Jack Sprat and I have worked
out a special pie for Dad called "Dad's
Roast Beef Pie," that the small fry will
also ask for seconds of. It is chuck full
of succulent beef cakes and vegetables
with brown gravy under flaky Jack
Sprat pie crust. Good to the last bite.
DAD'S ROAST BEEF PIE
PLAIN PASTRY TOPPING
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour.
Vs teaspoon salt. 1-3 cup shortening.
2 to 3 tablespoons cold water..
Sift flour and salt; cut in shortening
until pieces are size of small peas.
Slowly add cold water tossing with fork
until mixture will just hold together.

2 cup minced
1
cup minced onion, /
celery; 2 tbsp. fat; 2 tbsp. Jack Sprat
Flour; 2 cups cubed left over beef
or veal; 1 cup diced cooked potatoes;
1 cup sliced cooked carrots; 2 tbsp.
chopped parsley; 1 tbsp. Worchestershire sauce; 1 3-ounce can browned
mushrooms and broth; 1 teaspoon salt;
1-8 teaspoon pepper; 1 cup gravy.
Cook onion and celery in hot fat until
golden. Stir in flour. Add remaining
ingredients. Simmer 10 minutes. Pour
mixture into well-greased, deep 8 inch
pie pan. Cover with plain pastry. Bake
in hot oven (450 degrees) for 20 minutes. I would like to see the smile on
Dad's face. Bye for now.
ki

JANA PORTER
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2411 Vance Ave.

Memphis, Tennessee
YOUR Company Makes What You Ask For And
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Cemetery
ANOTHER GOOD SHOW was beard on a recent Saturday over Radio Station WDIA on the Big Star Talent
Time when this youthful group performed. The Big
Star stores of Memphis and the Mid-South take pleasure each Saturday In giving youthful talent a Chance
to perform to a record listenershlp of the ever popular

INTEREST

ON YOUR SAYINGS

WDIA, Memphis' most poweaul radio station. This is
just one of the ways that Big Star shows its appreciation
to you, the public for giving it a banner Year. From
left are George Can., Sam Solomon, Doris Cole, Henderson Cummings and Charles Ramp'.
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Says Education Can Help Save The Aged
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•Women To
Observe
Douglass

!an-

DEFENDER

Point Ways To Raise i
t..._
Education Level

WASHINGTON, D.C.—"Many a "Committee to Salvage Tat
tests and surveys have shown ent," has been organized and
that the average attainment of is promulgating a program.
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Feb"This kind of organized ef
Negro students at many levels
be
will
ruary
observed as
has been below the national fort, however, cannot be el
Frederick Douglass Month by
mean," writes Dr. W. Monte- fective unless all the individsome 100,000 members of the
gue Cobb, editor of the Journal uals who are aware of the velNational Association of Colord the National Medical Assts. ures involved are alert of the
ed Women's Clubs as a tribute
ciation, in the current issue of need and are doing something
to the work of the noted aboliabout it.
the magazine,
tionist in bringing about t h e
"Equally significant demon. 'Every member of the Naend of slavery in the United
strations have been made, as tional Medcal Association
States.
in the public schools of the should have a sharp eye out
The observance coincides with
District of Columbia, that these for potential talent and bestir
the 100th anniversary of the DORIS VIRGINIA FRANKdeficits can be quickly over- j him or herself about providing
beginning of the Civil War.
LIN, "Miss Illinois," daugh- come in the primary grades for the able youngster. proper
A proclamation for the ob- ter of Mrs. Tennie Pittman.
when opportunities and teach- motivation, seeing to it that he
ervance was announced today a foods and nutrition major
forms the proper habits of
ers are equivalent,
y Dr. Rosa L. Gregg of De- at Tennessee State Universi- THE GAP WIDENS
study while young and if he
troit, national president of the ty, is one of ig candidates
"What a large number of needs financial aid, help in
women's organisation. During (representing
the
various people fail to realize, however, finding some source to provide
February NACWC affiliates in states) seeking the Universi- is that the lag in average at- it,
41 states and the District of ty's 8th annual "Miss tainment at college level can- "President Aldrich's plan for
Columbia will sponsor programs Charm" title. The winners of not be so quickly overcome a $25,000 NMA Scholarship
honoring Douglass.
the "Miss Charm" and "Mr. and that while modest inereas- Fund should certainly be imThe activities will be climax- Esquire" titles will be pre- es in appropriations and facili- plemented."
ed February 26th at Washing- sented at the annual cam- ties in many colleges have' Dr. Cobb further stated that
The record turn• by D. S. Coley. Shown above
NORTH CAROI.INA posed of managers and as- Jan. 1920.
ton, D. C. when some 700 per- pus Charm•Esquire Ball on been able to improve the the pursuit of excellence has THE
are persons who attended
Planning Committee of the sistant managers of districts out can hosted by t h
sons are expected to gather at Feb. 10. Gunther Photo
norms of attainment of their become so widely recognized
North Carolina Mutual life in the State, held its annual Greensboro District headed the conference.
the Sheraton Park hotel for a
students, the leading schools a necessity for our survival
Insurance Company, corn- meeting at A & T College,
musical program which will
are leaping ahead, so that the that it has become a national
launch
NACWC's year-long
era."
gap widens between the quality refrain.
drive to restore Douglass'
"Surveys by the highest
He said that Negro teachers
of performance in the leading
home, located in the Anacostia
are in "greater demand" than
institutions and those less fav- auspices have clearly indicated
section of Washington.
LONDON — (UPI) — The ored."
that the United States cannot
white teacher, because almost
An advisory committee, head- opposition Labor party said,
no predominately Negro colthe principal be satisfied with mediocrity at
ed by Dr. Mordecai W. John- Wednesday that the common- Dr. Cobb. in
any
level
Numerous
sources
lege, until recently, considerJournal's
s o n, president-emeritus of wealth should not give uncon- editorial of the NMA
eudiuma . special education curric.
the Negro have pointed out that our edu- ,
Howard University, is expected ditional consent if South Africa current issue, says
a
a
h
shown
cational
system
always been
to announce restoration plans applies to remain a member population has
Enrolling students in t h •
educationally and laxity in many areas and was
at that time. The committee in- aftei it changes to republic handicapped
courses will not be a problem,
demands of the becoming tolerant of superfipressing
the
cludes 2S distinguished educa- status.
middy and permitting youth
said Dr. Hunter, pointing to a
have served but to emApra, government officials and
A Labor party statement said present
to become preoccupied with
"As the total school popula- stack of letters inquiring about
TUSKEGEE INSTI- ONE FOR 313
inequities of the
the
phasize
Illfusinessmen from throughout that to consent unconditionally
materialistic trivia.
TUTE, Ala. — Two new gradu- This means that there is only tion has increased," he explain- the new programs. "We expect
the country. It will advise NA- would give the appearance Of past.
ate programs at Tuskegee Insti- about one teacher for every ed, "proportionately the num- to accept between 25 and 30
of integra- SOUNDLY PREPARED
beginnings
"The
CWC on how the home can be commonwealth connivance in
"Public concern first began tute are expected to help de- 333 exceptional children — or ber of educatable exceptional for the first semester," he said.
manifest
as
education
in
tion
restored and maintained as a apartheid, the strict segregato be aroused over our lag in crease the pressing shortage of as Dr. Hunter appraised the children has increased." Un- Experts from
four states,
but a drop in the
national shrine.
tion policies of South Africa. today are
production of scientists, but teachers for exceptional chil- situation, "not a drop in t h e fortunately, he added, "the who have evaluated the curricbucket to what must be done." t h e
ensuing
investigations dren in the South.
bucket" to the number of rate of excepticmal children ula have described them as
The editorial emphasized the
have shown that the produchas outstripped that of teach- "solid and far-reaching."
Dr. William A. Hunter, dean teachers needed,
fact that the Negro in medi- tion
of scientists as well as of the Tuskegee School of Ed.
cine, over the years, has shown
other professionals depends ucation. announced last week
slow but constant progress.
upon youth who have been that master's degree programs
"He has moved in no direcsoundly prepared long before for teaching both the mentally
tion but upward.
"The demands of our times the educational process reach- retarded and the physically
es
professional level.
handioapped will be offered at
are such, however, that espe"It was found that vast pools the school next September.
cially directed effort must be
of
our
intellectual manpower Dean Hunter stressed t h e
BALTIMORE, Md. — Victor
As a pre-requisite for being made by all concerned, parwere not being properly moti- need for the two programs
Chukwude Okwuosa, a gradu- accepted in the. New School ticularly medical alumni, to
vated
and
developed and that and the necessity for providing
ate of Morgan State college, for Social Research, Okwuosa discover youth of promise for
greater opportunities for finan- a superbly-qualified staff to TUSKEEGEE
INSTITU'TE, University plant physiologist. fly supply spacemen with necel.
medicine in high school; to see
has been awarded a $4,500 had to
cial assistance for institutions conduct the programs.
submit a projected subAla. — Certain small plants— Dr. Kenneth V. Thimann pro-'airy oxygen — but also furnthat at that level these young
Fellowship towards his doc- ject for his dissertation.
must
and
be
students
rapidly
The
"10
South
times
needs
bearing the unpretentious label fessor of biology and plant ish the basic nutritional sup.
people receive proper guidance
tor's degree at the New School
provided to ensure our nation's more teachers (of exceptional of "pond scum"—may be the physiology at Harvard, said a ply of protein.
Ho chose: "A Study of the and orientation, and to aid
for Social Research in New
on
the
security,
one
and
hand,
it
children)
than
now
has,"
circumkey to man's future in space supply of pond scum (also Speaking recently before a
Framework of the Organiza- them financially as
York City.
maintain a responsible leader- said Dean Hunter, who further travel, according to a Harvard known as algae) would not on- seminar of Tuskegee Institut*
stances warrant"
and
States
American
of
tion
The 22-year-old student from
faculty and student scientists,
Dr. Cobb said the need for ship in things of the mind, on described the present need:
Onitsha, Nigeria, was a his- It's Applicability to West AfriOne fourth, or one million of
that
Dr. Thimann explained
kind of activity was long the other.
this
iseery major while at Morgan can Countries."
"In short, America needs a the nation's total exceptional
these edible one-celled plants
ago recognized by many. It
WO upon graduation had de- About two years will be re- was pointed out by him over a sweeping reorientation in an cases (mentally retarded, physproduced an abundance of Ilfe.
cided to go into the field of quired, in research and travel, decade ago. The National Ur- intellectual direction, with ically handicapped, socially
giving oxygen; and a much
•
public administration.
stimulation of love for learning handicapped and emotionally
greater percentage of protein
to complete the study. He will ban League has launched a
Speaking Spanish fluently,
than other living organisms.
program, 'Tomorrow's Scien- and the exercise of stern self- maladjusted) are in the SouthJune.
in
Africa
West
for
leave
Okwuosa made application to
Since pond scum is easy to
tists and Technicians," which discipline necessary for solid ern region — with less than
achievement."
3,000 teachers located there.
the University of Puerto Rico The Nigerian scholar came represents a significant step.
grow, Dr. Thimann said, there
ExAfrican
an
on
Morgan
to
would be no problem of being
to study for his master's de'SALVAGE TALENT'
URBANA, III. — The state's 708 applied for the 2,435 places. without a continuous supply.
gree. He was keenly interested change Student grant and said
Under the auspices of the
Music
All-State
Illinois
The
senior
and
junior
talented
most
Morgan
SUSTAIN LIFE
In Puerto Rico because it was that the contacts with
National Scholarship Service
high school musicians — 2,435 Activity is scheduled in t h e "It would not taste like
an under - developed country faculty and their recommenda- and Fund for Negro Students,
vacation lull between fall and steak," he assured, "but it
com300
over
from
youngsters
and would parallel his own tions had helped him greatly.
munities — will gather at the spring semesters at the Uni would sustain life adequately
African homeland, Nigeria.
University of Illinois Feb. 2-4 versity. In this way, visiting for many months or years."
He received the master's defor the annual Illinois All-State youngsters and their chaperons Dr. Thimann, the author of
gree last month.
Music Activity.
can live, while on campus, in several books and over 100 arNames of those selected were the University's student resi- ticles on the biological procesWASHINGTON D. C. — Dr. Alpha Phi Alpha claims par- announced by Prof. P a
1 dence halls.
se.s, said plants are like man
PETERSBURG, Va. — Pro
William H. Hale, President of tial credit for the recent de- Painter, director of music exIntensive rehearsals led by in that they possess circulato.
spective teachers who plan to
Langston university, Langston, cision ending bus station dining tension in the U. of I. Division
distinguished U. of I. teachers ry and nutritional systems.
Oklahoma, became
general bias as a result of the NenderTeachNational
the
take
and guest conductors will be When and if a nervous system
Ill. — The president of Alpha Phi Alpha son vs Southern Railway de- of University Extension.
SPRINGFIELD,
Virginia
er Examinations at
Largest single unit in the 1961
be known to have most of
National Education Association Fraternity January 1, 1961, fol- cision in 1949. The Supreme Illinois All-State Music Activity climaxed by two public con- will
which
State college are reminded that
Huff Gym. Junior the primary systems
in
certs
distinguishof
line
long
a
lowing
case
Court
was
the
financed
by
to
loans
interest-free
offers
will be the Senior High Scheel
the date for the examination is
will play their final con- man himself has.
groups
e
h
t
of
head
as
Americans
ed
Alpha
Phi
Alpha
fraternity
and
bigChorus of 1,192 members
meet individual cases of undue
Thimann has been on the
Feb. 11, Dr. P. C. Johnson, diorganization.
argued by the then president, gest chorus of high school voic- cert on Friday evening, Feb. Dr.
Harvard faculty for 25 years.
hardship among members of the
Dr. Hale brings to the office Atty. Belford V. Lawson of es ever assembled in Illinois.
3, while the Senior organizarector of Testing, announced.
Born and educated in England
profession in New Or- the importance of education as Washington, 4. C.
Others will be the Senior tions will perform Saturday where he received his Ph D. in
Applications for the examine- teaching
about the
bringing
in
4.
device
Feb.
a
afternoon,
leans.
Dr.
was
Hale
the
installed
at
Junior
members;
Band,
259
biochemistry, he was a mem!Ions and Bulletins of Informawas imple- desired social changes and will close of the 54th Anniversary Band, 203; Senior Orchestra, The Illinois Music Educators ber of the staff at California
registration The authorization
describing
tion
to the Alpha convention in Washington, D. C. 180; Junior Orchestra, 149; Association holds its annual
support
lend
also
when it became evident slogan "a voteless people is a
Tech before coming to Harprocedures and containing rep- mented
by one of the two remaining and Junior Chorus, 452.
state meeting in conjunction vard.
school
Orleans
New
the
that
people."
hopeless
of the seven founders, Dr. Even
resentative test questions may
with these sizeable with the All.State Music Activi- His visit to Tuskegee Instiboard would be unable to carry DINING BIAS
Henry A. Callis of Washington, rosters, some youngsters had to ty. Last year more than 700 tute was supported by the Inbe obtained from Dr. P. C.
to
dedicated
is
fraternity
The
D. C.
be disappointed. A total of 3,- teachers attended the meeting. stitute's department of bioloout its payroll obligations.
Johnson, Virginia State College
Loans are made without in- promoting advanced educationThe general president held
gy, the Carver Foundation and
or directly from the National quiry regarding race or NEA al attainments and the necessihis first meeting with other ofthe National Science Foundathe
using
and
Eduobtaining
of
Examinations,
ty
Teacher
membership.
ficials January 28 and 29, at the A
tion.
human rights that
cational Testing Service, 20 All requests to date have been ballot to gain
His appearance was one is
constitutionally
ours
are
J. filled.
N.
scientific
Princeton,
the
year's
planned
They
City.
Street,
Nasau
a series of high-level
VICTOR C. OKWUOSA
program and the 55th Anni- r
lectures before Tuskegee stuversary Convention at the Sheradent scientists.
ton hotel, Louisville, Kentucky
Dec. 27-30, 1961.
Committee members included
W. Barton Beatty, Montclair, MOBILE. Ala. — President shameful badge of racism (al C
N. J.; Millard R. Dean, Wash- John F. Kennedy has laden the ballot in this state can
I
•a
ington, D. C.; Kermit Hall, asked to "use the influence" render only a repugnant dis
position
sition to service which may be expect
Philadelphia; William H. of his high
Brow n, III. Philadelphia; bring about the elimination ed to develop repercussions
James T. Adams; Clifton R. of the white supremacy em- against the best interest of the
VIEW, Texas —
Jones, Baltimore, Md.; Edward blem for the official Demon- Democratic Party at the na- PRAIRIEEvans, Prairie View
Dr. E. B.
tional and state levels."
H. Ballard, Los Angeles, Calif.; cratic ballot in Alabama.
told, A & M College president, left
was also
Myles A. Paige, Brooklyn, At the same time the State Kennedy
intimat- the campus Saturday for a ten.
New York; William D. Cover. Democratic Executive com- "Negro citizens have
no longer en- day visit to the Republic of Lidale, Yeadon, Pennsylvania and mittee was urged to "favor- ed that they can
votes under beria in West Africa. where he
their
casting
dure
Frank L. Stanley, Louisville, ably consider" the removal
offers in- will evaluate programs sponsorwhich
emblem
an
Ky.
of the white !supremacy rooster
nature as ed jointly by Prairie View and
flagrant
a
of
sult
and motto from the state baltheir party the United States Government.
for
recompense
lot. The plea was made in a
The veteran Texas educator
telegram to Sam M. Engel- loyalty."
visit France and PortuELISABETHVILLE, The Con- hardt, chairman of the com- The telegram to Engelliardt will also
obthat the white su- gal on this assignment to
asserted
Kyp.
Archbishop
—
(UPI)
mittee.
go —
a "rather serve rural life and living
was
motto
premacy
primate
Orthodox
by
Greek
sent
were
rianos,
The telegrams
identification . . . In Liberia. he will lepraise
for Central Africa, was ordered A. S. Grishon, president of the ignominious
to the best the work that has been done by
to leave Katanga province ..s Non-Partisan Voters league, not in conformitystate."
Prairie View technicians in the
of our
an "undesirable person." The and J. L. beFlore. director of traditions
technical education prejeet operKatanga government also ar- ease work for the Citizens'
ating at Kakata since 1155.
BAKING TIP
rested 100 Africans as security committee.
in mixing Dr. Evans visited the project
risks. The archbishop was ac- The Alabama Democratic For best results
angel food lest in 1956 and has made other
cused of plotting to return at- Party ballot has a rooster at the ingredients for
econom- trips ot foreign lands in the inhome
the
advise
to
cakes,
Premier Patrice Lumumba
the top with a streamer in its
Wells,
terest of international coopers.
Cameron
absolutely
be
Pharmacy;
kitchens,
are
of
awards
power.
his leadership awaiting similar
bill which reads "White Su- ists
He is also schedeled for
bowl,
agent;
purchasing
(ion.
DR. S. M. NABRIT, TEU member, for
mixer
your
university
that
Richards,
certain
premacy, For the Right."
right and support of the campus 1 to r Dr. Eugene
with Liberian officials and
professor,
talks
tree
Ferguson,
are
pan
Prelf, second from
baking
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of
Division
beater
STRING VARIETIES
Credit Unlon which recent chairman of the
In the message to President
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IN COLLEGE!INDUSTRY Donee? HAVE TUAE
TO TRAIN YOU NOW...S0STOP SAYING,.)-•1
`LIVIEY'RE PREDJUD IC

am like to correspond with gentleDear Mme Chante: I
writing to ask you to help me. men between the ages of 28 and
I am a very lonely lady. Would 38 who are interested in marlike to meet a nice geneltman. riage and love children. One
He must be a Christian. Will who a steady income and
live anywhere. I am 47, brown- wants the better things in life.
skin. All letters will be answer- I am 24 years of age, 5 feet, 4
ed. Willie B. Smith, 1205 inches tall, weigh Ili, lbs.,
Noules St., Blytheville, Ark,
black hair, brown eyes, dark
• •
brown complexion. Like TV,
Dear Mme Chante: I am a movies, baseball, music and
man 39 years old, medium dancing. Enclose photo in first
size. Would like to meet an letter, Do not write if not sinhonest woman between t Is e
re. Janie Carter, 508 S. Bell,
ages of 18 and 38, who is look- ce
Chicago 12, Ill.
•••
ing for a bright future. S h e
_
must be free to came to where Dear Mme Chante: I am 58,
X
I live. Send photo in first writ- look and feel 20 or more years
ing. I will do the same and an- less, dark complexion, 5 feet,
swer all mail. D. Williams, 270 31
2 inches tall, weigh 165 lbs.
/
N. W. 5th street, Miami 36, Fla. Through your column I hope to
•••
correspond with an unattached
Dear Mme Chante: I would lady who would appreciate a
like to correspond with gentle- mate. Color and looks not immen between 49 and 50 years of
she must be at
\
age who are sincere, sober and portant, but
30, over 5 feet, 4 inches
ambitious and would come to least
around 150 lbs. All letters
Phoenix. Later I plan to live in tall,
of interest will be answered.
California. Please do not ant,tlitz:7,cl'
swer if not sincere. Marie James Bolden, 220 E. 46th at.,
Brook s, 1223 E. Monroe, Basement Apt., Chicago 53, Ill.
•••
g1,
Phoenix, Ariz.
•••
Dear Mme Chante: I am InDear Mme, Chante: I have terested in corresponding with
been reading your column for a a man about 28-35, educated
long time. It is very nice. I am and a hard worker and also
a widow, 48, weigh 190 lbs., someone who would make a
complexion. good husband. I am brownskin,
brown
medium
Easy to get along with, Chris- 5 feet, 6 inches tall, weigh 140
tian. Would like to meet a man lbs. I work every day. I am
between 50 and 65. Will ex- considered nice looking. Prefer
change photos and answer all someone living in California. If
letters. Mattie Johnson, 1738 not sincere, please do not
write. Ora Lee Perry, 602 E. By ALBERT W. McCOLLOUGH These showd the bottom of the
Lowell St., Seaside, Calif.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Romanche trench, 24,600 feet
the Kenya leased soon after the election. ominously, a similar racket was Dear Mme Chante: I would 71st st., Chicago, Ill.
EDITOR'S NOTE: Kenya, last July when
world may be growing smaller,
that The effect of any such move worked in the Congo before inhome of the dreaded Mau Mau, government announced
below the surface of the Atbut the protographic world
has been overshadowed in world oath-taking on Mau Mau lines on the white settler community dependence.
as more and lantic ocean. Electronic flash
expanding
keeps
the
of
many
former
the
be
Today
immediate.
would
among
revived
being
politiwas
news during the violent
more ways are found to apply lighted the inky darkness of
cal explosions in the Congo and Kikuyu, Kenya's largest Afri- Already there are ominous European farms, houses and
protographie principles in sci- this great depth.
are
in
in
Afrithe
Congo
cars
front.
But
Africa.
black
economic
in
elsewhere
can tribe. .There was no evi- signs on the
ence, exploration and day-to- SENT INTO SPACE
the
refugees
while
can
hands,
colony
the
British
month
next
dence of the "killing oath” that Capital is flowing out of Kenya
day activities.
At the other extreme cameras
on the East Coast of Africa marked the real beginning of —an under-developed country— who poured out of the country
told scores of stories of rape,
One recently developed earn- have been sent into space to
gets a new government and Mau Mau but
officials had at the rate of 1,000,000 sterling
ers called an evaporograph can
many observers are fearful of proof of secret societies being ($2,800,0001 a month. The mar- murder and robbery to their
a satellite's-eye view of
horrified countrymen back in
take pictures without light, It give us
what may happen, foreseeing formed in Kikuyu villages.
ceived from this study.
KROMPAK
ket for farm property is at a
FRANK
the earth. Among these were
By
all
which
radition
a possible "second Congo." In Moderate African leaders i m - standstill—an economic catas- Belgium.
heat
The Bishop project encompas- gathers
more ominously, WASHINGTON — (UPI) — ses the Mcurdo Sound-Ross objects send out in varying de- two telvision cameras, each
this dispatch, a veteran African
condemned the re- trophe in a country almost whol- Even
about the size of a drinking
frigid
a
on
ceralive
almost
found
considered
Insects
correspondent brings the Kenya mediatelY
KANU,
agriculture.
dependent on
sea area and the Palmer pe- grees and wave lengths. The
vival. The more extreme na- ly
these glass, which were mounted in
tain to be the majority party Antarctic plateau near McMurdo ninsula. Wise and his associates evaporograph
story up to date.
focuses
silent. In- In the capital and financial
remained
tionalists
By NEIL SMITH
after the election, has given Sound may give scientists new have been collecting specimens radiations on a thin oil film. the Tiros I weather satellite.
hub, Nairobi, at least 25,000,000
The dark shadow of Mau Mau deed, there has been a tendency
firm assurance that propersetting This causes oil to evaporate in One camera was fitted with a
pounds sterling ($70,000,000) was no
African
some
of
part
the
on
clues to air and sea currents by several techniques:
more
still hangs over Kenya,
capitalization ty rights will be respected.
nylon nets on bamboo frames proportion to the temperature wide-angle lens that scanned
up
the
off
knocked
paint
present.
to
election mani- of the past and
than a year after a seven-year politicians in Kenya
The KANU
in wind-exposed areas, exami- on various parts of the film, an area of 640,000 square miles.
value of local securities last
was made by
state of emergency was lifted Mau Mau as a "glorious freeof declining festo says "KANU cannot at The discovery
nation of penguins and other The result is a color image The other covered in more d
sign
sure
a
year,
lines
the
on
future a team of scientists trekking
and the terrorist movement was dom movement"
present commit any
birds for lice and other paras- that can be viewed directly or tail a square 100 by 100 miles.
confidence.
claimed officially to have been of the Algerian regels or other
government to the principles of
for permanence.
across Mackay Glacier on a ites, seaching under rocks and photographed
has been little
The camera images were eon.
stamped out.
African independence move. As yet there
compensation although t h e
in niches on ice-free ground, A camera designed and built ed on magnetic tape, then transof
sea
exodus
mass
above
feet
any
of
6.000
evidence
plateau
with
In the seven years of the me/Its.
Edgerton
principle of fair and just
E.
Harold
Dr.
by
trapping
a
with
and collecting
such as happened
Mau Mau "emergency" that A typical African reaction in white settlers
compensation in the course of level. This is believed to be the device installed aboard a U. S. aid from the National Geograph- mitted to earth by radio upon
"The movement in the Congo, but government such reforms is accepted."
began in 1952. more than 1,800 Nairobi is:
which insect Navy super-constellation air- ic society took the deepest command,
at
altitude
highest
the Union of
people, 32 whites among them, started out with high ideals, but spokesmen in
views of the ocean ever made. Even more powerful are the
Many white farmers feel that life ever has been encountered craft.
were botched by the Mau Mau, when the British authorities re- South Africa, where white su- the two parts of this announcebig astronomical telescopes,
whose hideous brutality and ob- acted with violence Mau Mau premacy is still firmly entrench- ment are incompatible, and on the ice-covered continent.
which actually are gigantic
white
kind
many
any
expect
of
tradelifee
they
its
is
plant
oath-taking
say
ed,
scene
got out of hard."
that a future African govern- No
cameras. The Palomar observato begin a new life ment, motivated by greed and exists.
mark.
Kenyans
tory's 48-inch Schmidt telescope,
The release of Kenyatta lies there.
More than the terrible mema New
revenge, might strip them of Keith A. J. Wise,
the hands of Kenya Governor
example, could photograph
for
hang
ory remains. Specifically, the in
will
Most of the settlers
their farms without compensa- Zealander, uncovered rocks on
Patrick Benison.
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release from exile of the con. Sir
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long
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1960,
31,
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snow-free
was used
a
This
telescope
away.
so-called
victed Mau Mau leader, Mosthe
3.500 farmers of
The farmers point out that
said, "From the security viewby Palomar and the National
and found dozens of primicow-tramed Jomo Kenyatta,
that Jomo Kr "white highlands" are nervous. when their parents or grand- teau
think
I
point
the major political question in
have estimated parents arrived in Kenya, the tive, wingless insects called colGeographic society to compile
yatta's return to political life Many observers
Y. — Are ish study already completed re- a sky atlas whose photos show
the colony today,
that a third of the white popula- white highlands were an area lembola. Wise also found non- NEW YORK, N.
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high-prressure business execu- ports that dieting
tion will leave when Kenya be- without settled inhabitants or
heavens to depth of one
would be a disaster."
parasitic mites in the same tives the only people who get foods does not increase the rate the
tionalist party, the Kenya AfriBenison, comes independent at some still cultivation. To speak of the
billion light years.
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an uncomprising stand on the asked
He is one of four Bishop mus- in the Fegruary Coronet top Another
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any three United States physicians being developed for military
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not
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studying
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eum scientists
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more ulcer prone than other indicates that spices formerly use. The army has a howitzer
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under Kenya's new constitution can laborers hold lottery tic- was carved out
tribution and dispersal of air- people.
on the "never" list for ulcer shaped camera with a 100 inch •
African chief minister, or the
form
farms
these
Today
"ownership"
bush.
them
it would be impossible for any- kets giving
borne and ground organisms in
Recent studies have disclosed sufferers may no longer ALL lens that, using infra-red light,
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party will boycott the new govof
mainstay
the
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for
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of
one who had been in jail
Black and chili
ernment to be voted on between
give the country an the Antarctic. The work is fin- some surprising new facts be forbidden.
cuts through haze to make pie.'
longer than two years to be cars and women after inde- my and
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toward independence
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weather. This finding probably sage paprika and caraway seed
flame racial feelings in the
The discovery may provide only confirms what many ulcer cause no bad effects and do
colony.
new data to scientists mapping some time. Now science has not alter the healing time of
When the people of Kenya go
air and sea currents in the difinitely said it is so. In cer- ulcers. But, not all ulcers are
to the polls next month, it will
HOLLYWOOD, Calif. — Edit.
whole Pacific ocean area. The tain cases the disease is likely alike. Be sure and check with
be to choose their first legislacurrents can be fixed by in- to get worse in November and your doctor, the magazine cation is the route to Integrative council with an African
vestigating the dispersal of air- December. Best months are urges, before attempting any tion in the South, novelist
65 elected
majority. Of the
own.
borne organisms over the tropic April and August,
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souththe ul- Erskine Caldwell, 56, a
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as the south polar region. The amining the virtues of
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gap in this research.
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off anyway."
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plan's the key to success when new booklet — "Kids Party contemporary version of pinThere was a flurry of alarm
the-tail-on-the-donkey.
putting on a children's party.
Ideas" — is a good addition to
•
To help spur mom's imaginaVeteran party planners agree the family bookshelf.
tion, the booklet contains some
on ground rules for staging a PARTY GUIDE
successful party. For example: The 25-cent party guide, pub- off-bet themes.
For example: Space whirl'
Check with Junior or Janie lished by the Dell Publishing
as space
and decide on a theme for The Co., provides all kinds of help. Ask guests to come
men or Martians. Play pin-the
party.
Among recommendations are
Play
nose-cone-on-the-rocket.
Send invitations ten days to
folwing:th
two weeks in advance of the
-five space games such as "satelo
three-t
that
lite around the moon," "pass
date. Be very clear about stat- theRemember
will settle for just
ing how long the party will last. year olds
like
the rocket," and have a relay
They
games.
and
Don't forget to specify RSVP. favors
animal race to outer space.
and
circus
goose,
Decide ahead of time on mother
Showbiz: If you have a tape
games and entertainment. Have
will
You can hold Allen.,
recorder,
olds
year
a store of extra ideas in ease The iix-to-eight
with (ion for almost an hour Ay hay
play the same games but
some activities bore guests.
the guise of ing each child recite his favorFix things so every guest a new twist under
turns ite piece or just talk. Then
a new theme. Wild west
goes home with a souvenir.
and the eels. play. back.
On the matter oc themes and into a space party
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Being Frank
About Pimple, Pl••••
ProbJodwo
By FRANK L STANLEY

'NEY 'TOLD ME
"TARE'D BE NIGRTS
LIKE IRIS

Haws Won 236 kiwi Welliwetee — Phew. JA. 64357
WHITTIIII A. UNGISTACKI, ficaeral hiornerw
ARITTA J. POLK. Cirsulatiori Meatiest

LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Column- likewise is true in industries
ist Sylvia Porter did a reveal- which discriminate in employing series on Louisville last ment. How to overcome such
year, in which she appropriate- in the absence of either a Publy named our town "A City lic Accommodations or F. E.lisbesrlptioe sato 11101
sehserlethen fetes Owe roe.. Sa• da meerlia. 1113.110. r2-yete, i,eI
Owned by Outsiders."
P. C. Law is the real problem.
4 Peers.
aas.naieee aesiesiscopss .
c. irt-Iltere Defeador Olias MO Take IllespessecHier
Her analysis pointed out that Certainly would the task seem
more than GO per cent of the easier if Louisville enjoyed
C• Interest OS
Published Sven Thersdes b I. Tri-iteie Ciefeader
manufacturing firms located mostly local business ownerowned ship and especially if being in
were absentee
here
Jaime L 1879.
046.04111 Pees 0.0.• Mena 20. 1312. Use.. eat e•
Cl... MGM,it *It .
corporations. Likewise better a position to make integration
AREA
TRI-STATI
THII
IN
NIGRO'S
our
cent
80
of
largest
per
than
1,000,000
SERVING
decisions proprietors were eithretail stores.
er ready or amenable to doing
Absentee proprietorship has so.
many disadvantages as Miss However there are s o rn e
Porter concluded, among which sterling examples where outside
is "the inclination of imported owners have moved forthwith
managers to disregard local and set examples while some
charities and to give only mM- local proprietors have stood still
imum support to city groups."
in support of segregation. Cem•
Those "New Frontiers" President press conference take on added signifAside from "strilung" at the
pare Walgreen's, which deicance.
of
glowingly
so
very industrial and financial
John F. Kennedy spoke
segregated its food services
At that time Kennedy announced heart" of Louisville, absentee
during his campaign last fall are beginthree years ago with locally
that the U. S. government had decided control also imposes a handi- owned Taylor Drug Stores which
ling to take shape.
cap to civil rights progress in
is just now reportedly on the
•The young "trail boss" has picked to increase substantially its contribu- a manner which Miss Porter
verge. Also Sears', Grants', Robthe did not treat.
the world for his range and surrounded tion toward relieving famine in
inson's and Family Fair as
The employment and custohimself with a group of talented pia strife-torn Congo. He said this would mer services policies of absen- compared to Ben Snyder. Similarly White Castle and Frisch
neers who are determined to help the be done through increased shipments tee ownership are "made by
stand alone as integrated short
by
and
or
rice
experts
tycoons, efficiency
new chief executive push on to new of cornmeal, dried milk and
order restaurants.
financiers who rarely visit (our)
vistas of world peace and domestic airlifting 1,000 tons of food supplies, city." The Louisville manager It appears therefore, that abseed and hospital supplies. The Defend- therefore has two plausible es- sentee proprietorships have
tranquility.
sufficient examples of successIf the President's first press con- er urged such action after it was re- capes when he is faced with an ful integrated services to patintegration problem.
thousand
hundred
several
that
vealed
future,
the
of
e
ference is indicativ
Understandably, he can and tern after. But the fact remains
ahead lies a new era of governmental Congolese faced starvation unless they often does, say he is hired to that certain stores apparently
promote sales—to produce pro- will not move until effective
received aid at once.
concern for mankind.
and not to set chain store pressure is applied upstairs in
fits
Mindful of the problems at home,
Perhaps there were those who had
policy. At the same time he the home office, and then it is
the
their doubts when Kennedy expressed the President said his administration can refer the matter to his out- likely to be delayed until
hired manager so recommends
any
perboard
without
vigof-town
with
"all
protection
provide
would
Dr.
of
grave concern over the arrest
sonal recommendation. Momen- The fight, therefore, is double
Martin Luther King — passing it off or" for the rights of all citizens to vote. tarily, this type of defense or fronted: the local man in conas simply a grandstand play to gain This statement was made in answer to excuse stymies voluntary ac- trol and the national head.
Any letting up on either, will
a question about what might be done tion.
votes during the campaign.
This is exactly the case today further daley. Sympathetic NeBut now he campaign is over and to aid evicted Negro sharecroppers who with Louisville's two largest de- gro custouers in the locale of
ilk; Kennedy administration has knuc- have been living in a "tent city" out- partment stores which are the home office can be of inprime targets of local public valuable help. The great need
nd down to the difficult task of run- side Memphis, Tenn.
accommodations pi ck e t- therefore is full coordination of
KenThe first acts of the youthful
ning the world's leading nation. There
ing groups and conferees. It efforts all over America.
is little time, now, to think of cam- nedy administration are encouraging.
We are happy the new President is conpaigns — past or present.
1HN 14. 511408TACKI, Paeitalcas
JRLIIGH NINES, JR., gaiter

New Frontiers Take Shape
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LANGSTON HUGHES
,Week By Week
One Word Leads To Another

"Then I am in my primehood must have been you."
"There Is always somebody
"You tell me you were born
myself," said Simple.
around every bar who the doc"Woulci ycur birth certificate in Virginia, but suppose I retor gave up for dead 40 years
quired proof. How could you
it?" I asked.
ago," said Simple. "What do prove
"You know Negroes did not pro- i that to me?"
you reckon it is keeps some old
have no birth certificate down "You would just take my
Negroes alive?"
born. If a Negro word ft. it or else," said Sins.
where I
"I don't know," I shook my
come up to the Court House to pie.
head.
register a child in them days, "What else?" I asked.
"Pure cussedness," said Simthe white folks would say, 'You "If I was to tell you, you
are
too
ple.
evil
folks
"Some
Frontiers"
"New
opening
better take that black child would get mad," said Simple.
That is why the President's forth. cerned about
to die, some too ugly, and some
on back home. They's too many "I respect your
other."
too old. After you get a cerright statements in his Wednesday of human dignity.
round here now to be
tain age, a man might as well Negra
"You better," I said.
stay here longer — aged in the wasting paper on another one, "Better what?" asked SimRegister a Negra now, next ple.
wood."
thing you know, comes 21, it "Respect my mother," I aid.
"Salted in brine," I,said.
will be wanting to register to 'But your mote- was no bet"Or pickled in alcohol," said
The Governor of Kenya has refused
vote. No, sir, not in this county, ter the.'
On the eve of the general election in
By PATRICIA McCORMACK "The real debate centers not Simple. "I do believe
rn.,ther," said
beer,
as the flag of the Simple.
Kenya, which will result for the first to release him on the grounds that to do NEW YORK—(UPI) — High- around the if or the whether, wine, ale and whiskey helps to not so long
Old South do wave. What do "You better not go any further
wave er education can't afford to but around the what and the preserve a man."
time in an African majority in the Leg. so would probably start another
stay out of politics.
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question in the political field is wheth- ever, that KANU leaders are not likely sistant commissioner for high- role of the federal government, somewhat past your prime." how?" That's the way white fight with me?" asked Simple.
to incite their followers to violence since er education in the U. S. De- and how should it proceed? "What do PRIME mean?" folks in the Court House down "Or does one word just lead
er Jomo Kenyatta should be released.
partment of Health, Education
home carried on in the time to another."
the live issues."
asked Simple.
African
political their ability to control it, once started, and Welfare, makes that point These are
Of the two leading
friend,
said every indica- "At your peak, In the prime when I were born," said Simple. "If you were not my
Babbidge
in a report in "College and Uniparties in Kenya, the Kenya African Is uncertain.
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governfederal
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The only man whose voice, if raised, vereity Business," a profession"And what would you say your birth when you apply for control."
National Union (KANU) and the Kenal journal for administrators. ment's role in higher education they were?" asked Simple.
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"A good many people, in- will expand.
I'd say the middle or sion, a Voting Permit, and so order e couple of beers," said
"Oh,
himcluding educators, continue to But, as the expert sees it, it late thirties. By then men usual- forth?" I asked.
Simple. "Who will order them?"
Irie former, which draws its followers aroused is apparently Mr. Kenyatta
dispute whether the federal gov- isn't possible to conceive of this ly have attained wisdom, ex- "Proof of biiith?" cried Sim- "You know who," I said.
mainly from the powerful Kikuyu and self. So, little would be lost by releasing
ernment has a significant role
a settled way of liv- ple. "Just to look at me, they "Bartender!" cried Simple,
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"Debate at this level
highAs far back as the early 1920's Ken- There is a tendency to elevate Kenyatta
the active and forceful efforts
ly academic."
yatta was the first to start a national- to a position almost of deification.
It's academic, Babbidge said, of the leaders of American higher education themselves.
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called sponsored research cur- and universities to resist the
ever, and when the government look threat to general security as the Ken- rently exceed $1 billion a year. temptation to become "academsteps to control the association, Kenyat- yan government seems to think. It is The College housing loan pro- ic supermarkets."
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nected with the origin of Mau Mau ter- release Mr. Kenyatta.
of some $60 million a year. And buy and sell education solely
aspects of employment for pris- Besides devoting much of
By BILL THOMAS
If the government releases him now, federal fellowships provide response to the laws of the mar- LOUISVILLE,
rorism.
Ky. — (UPI; oners eligible for parole; a his time new to the committee,
paid
Among Kenyatta's supporters there while it still holds the initiative, such something like 35 million a year ket place.
—A group of Louisville laymen pre-release program at La. Stoll has hired a fulltime
believes that Christianity is Grange which tends to get the coordinator, William Bowmer,
de- for graduate students.
14 the conviction that he himself was not action would do a great deal toward
worked in the ad.
SIGNIFICANT ROLE
not only to preach, but to prac- prisoners ready for outside who formerly
iponsible for creating the Mau Mau. creasing the present animosity of the "Whatever else they may
life, and creative restitution for ministrative branch at the Unitice.
figures indicate
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present.
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rule in American higher educa- in a bakers shop here.
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Stars Rally To Aid Freedom City
Singer Muriel Rahn
Spearheads Harlem's
Support Of Big Drive

NEW YORK — (VIP) —The handling secretarial work for
humanitarian qualities of
a the effort, Naomi Watkins, a P.
noted singer, the big heart of S. 133 staff member, collected
a radio star and his station money and canned goods from
and the generosity of Harlem teachers and staff of her
adults and children were unit- school. Gladys Mangum, wife of
ed last week to aid in heart- New York City Hospitals Depuwarming support of Southern ty Commissioner Bob Mangum,
Negroes in distress.
aided in the administrative deThe singer is internationally- tails and furnished the use of
famed concert and popular her car. Joe Shelton loaned one
artist Muriel Rahn. The radio of the trucks of his Red Ball
star is crusading Barry Gray of Trucking Company. Dr. EdelStation WMCA. The people of stein, P. S. 194 principal, heard
Harlem — church people, of the project and pitched in to
teachers and school children help. Residents of the Dunbar
— made a healthy response housing project held collections
to the radio station's appeal for in their building. Edward Morfood for the residents of Free- rell and Stanley Cranston were
dom Village — Tennessee Ne- tireless workers.
groes who have been evicted The result! When the WMCA
from their homes and land be- trucks were ready to roll
cause they dared to register Southward, the Harlem comand vote.
munity had a ten ton trailer
Recently Miss Rahn was re- truckload of food to contribute.
leased from a New York hospital wheho she had undergone
critical surgery. Although she
was convaleacing and still un•
der her
PhYsicia" care'
Rahn was deeply moved by
nightly broadcasts in which
Gray, outspoken, liberal star
of a late-at-night interview
show, appealed to his two mil- Jazz pianist Erroll
Garner.
lion listeners to contribute food operatic basso Cesare Siepi, rafor the beleagurered people of conteur George
Jesse!, the comHaywood and Fayette Counties edy team of Tommy Noonan
in Tennessee.
and Pete Marshall, clarinetist
CHURCHES HELP
Pete Fountain and his jazz
Determined that Harlem quartet, and the singing Barry
should do its part, Miss Rahn Sisters will be guests on "The
phoned ministers of six church- Ed Sullivan Show" Sunday,
es. The following Sunday six Feb. 5 (8:00-9:00 p.m., EST)
congregations heard appeals on the CBS Television Network.
from the pulpit for food to be As a special added attraction
brought to the churches. The Sullivan will present scenes
people responded. So did teach- from the new Arthur Miller moers and students at Public tion picture, "The Misfits,"
School 133 and Junior High starring the late Clark Gable
School 194. In addition to and Marilyn Monroe,

Erroll Garner
missEd Sullivan s
Guest Feb. 5

MURIEL RAIN

ELLA FrrzG ERALD

'Second' Only Spot
Ella Fitzgerald's
Entry Leaves
Dinah Rings
Tivoli Gong
The Dinah Washington show
that appeared at Tivoli last
week "rang the gong" as they
say of productions with solid
boxoffice clicks.
The Tivoli opened Friday before packed house and rest of
the days and nights were good.

Checking various
polls for ed did Miss Fitzgerald fail le
"best vocalist" one concludes win. She placed second in one
only position open to numerous and third in another. This latter
"contestants" is second place. nominations made more news
Ella Fitzgerald is the cham- than did any of Ella's
pions who regularly garners selections. Yes, there is winning
alwayt
first place.
news when Ella Fitzgerald
Checking further one finds fails to cop a poll for best sing"second spot" going to differ- er.
ent polls. For instance the Incidentally Ella's success',
leosed, placed ex-Stan Kenton poll races, long an accepted
leased placed ex-Stan Kenton conclusion is by no means
vocalist June Christy in the unique. Several years ago Ethel
runner up berth to Ella. Anoth- Waters dominated the polls just
er poll gave Dinah Shore sec- as completely. There were inond place while (till another deed few polls in "best singer"
poll vote placed Margaret Whit- category that failed to list the
ing in the runner up spot. In name of Miss Waters at the
only 2 of the many polls releas- top.

HEAR TELL WINSOM bers,
recently
married. —
ETTES "Thank You Party" at FACT IS THEY, the co-work
JUNE CHRISTY
Parkway Sunday was jammed era, have added word "myswith "crashers" simply because terious" to the fLiir. — NOW
doormen failed to carry out NOW, is that fair, fellows and
orders that guests be admitted gals? —
by
only. — PRETTY
card
TOUGH situation when whole
"tab" is picked up by the club
with everything free to t h e
guests. — SPEAKING
OF
GUESTS, Jackie Moran of Leon
NEW YORK — D. W. Grif- Of Jazz." The latter film show*
Motts realty is playing host to
fith's controversail film, "Birth Negroes in a much brighter
her son, Donald White who is
Of A Nation" currently running light and
may well have servhome from the military service.
at the New Yorker Theatre in ed to balance
the program and
— WHEN OLD BALLPLAYupper Broadway district atERS Club honors Minnie Minos°
tracted quite a bit of comment satisfy those who may have reFriday night, several hostessss
first week but no brickbats or sented witnessing "Birth Of A
will be on scene to welcome
pickets as might have been ex- Nation." The national NAACP
guests. — THEY INCLUDE
has always fought against
pected in some quarters.
MARGIE VAN METER, phyTheatre management booked showing "Birth" but so far has
sical education teacher with
the film with finger crossed indicated to action against its
Park District
Patricia
and
figuring Negroes in Harlem being run at the upper BroadVaught, to mention a few. THE
particularly would resent the way house.
MAIL BAG insists on saying:
showing to tune of setting up
"ONE OF THE most disgusting
pickets outside the theatre. This CHICAGO AMUSEthings to hit social row is way
has not happened however, and MENT promoters are considercertain groups are forming and
ing joint-protest over employ- NINA SIMONE, appearing at week. Miss Simone was acmany are wondering why.
inviting friends, and acquaint"Birth Of A Nation" sort of ment costs they consider out Carnegie Hall as part of a companied by Ike Isaacs
ances to parties (for pay) so
glorifies the Ku Klux Klan of reason. — IF MEETING musical extravaganza that in- Trio, a replacement for her
as to _else nioney for their own
and displays a definite Dixie- PLANNED succeeds it m a 3+ eluded Lambert. Hendricks own that was delayed by bad
expenses to St. Louis. DOES
Tat attitude toward Negroes. well mean boycott of talent and Ross grossed a solid $A,- weather.
IT MEAN THE so-called bigIt is for this reason that many supplied by several out of town 000 at Carnegie Hall last
wigs who annually make the
theatre owners and television agencies. — IT IS POINTED
St. Louis trip cannot afford the
as well frown on grambling OUT THAT ACTS are costing
jaunt? — IF THIS IS TRUE
with the film as an attraction. more than twice as much as
why don't they just stay
In booking the film manager was asked for same attraction
home?"
Dan Talbot scored what may last season. AND SO OFTEN,
SAME LETTERS insist this:
well have been a solid strike the operators charge, the acts
"Speaking of St. Louis, when
by co-starring film with a pre- are not boxoffice attractions
takes
husband
that certain
Negro release titled "The Cry at all.
"Lady Love," down there they
appear inseparable, but when
Two great entertainers, Count on which Jonah Jones, the
his wife goes along it is a difBasic and Joe Williams, report great muted trumpet stylist,
ferent story — they go their
they are only beginning to cash vocalist and bandleader, apseparate ways, it seems. —
in all the benefits from sharp peared, copped a total of nine
EXAMPLE, one of those splitupturns in their careers which Emmys, more than any TV
up things occured when hubby
followed appearances with Fred show in history. Jonah is still
spent a lot of time in anAstaire on his TV show.
riding the crest as a much
other room where he had a
The same thing happened to sought-after entertainer.
THE FIESTA DOLLS are wild Revue" that were
St. Louis cutie registered. —
destroy- where they were appearing,
following
earlier,
Jones,
Jonah
So this time it is Count Basle,
shown wearing the fine "feath- ad when fire
demolished club Loss of costumes and gowns
SPEAKING OF ST. LOUIS and
CHARLOTTE, N. C. — The ed by whites but caters to Ne- exposure with Astaire.
renowned bandleader and pianera" they displayed in "Idle- Basin Street
South in Boston prevented show's opening at Carver Theatre in Rock Hill, groes, only. Now, as result of In the case of Basic and Wil- ist, and Vocalist Joe Williams,
the party down there, why not
remind the Chicago femmes
catering to Negroes only will the decision the Carver will not liams. it has just been an- who sang for Astaire with the
Roberts Wednesday night.
that they should dress better,
now be able to present first have to wait until a film has nounced that the show on which Basic band, who stand to gale
wear new gowns and the like
run pictures as result of a court played one of t h e all-white they performed is to be repeat- richly merited recognition for
or stay home and display their
decision for $12,000 in damages theatre spotlighting. Then, too, ed Monday, February 20. By the increasingly fine work they
oldies. — SOMEONE SHOULD
against distributors, who had it for viewing by its patrons. all calculations the NBC-TV are doing.
tell the cashier in the food
refused request for films at Morris Segal, who operates the eolorcast special will have high- Four production numbers in
mart on 79th street that it pays
same time they run in all white Carver announced the decision er ratings and add more mil. the 'Astaire Time' triumph
to be courteous to customers.
houses.
to a packed house to the ac- lions of enthusiastic fans.
which will be seen by TV view.
FRIENDS SAY that certain
Court in awarding treble companiment of rousing ap- The program is called sim- era in the February 20 reprise.
ex-secretary at a modeling
damages found the major film plause.
ply, 'Astaire Time' and will are participated in by Count
school is still carrying torch
companies guilty of conspiracy Suit was originally filed in be shown at 8:30 to 9:30 p.m. Basie.
for a photographer whose ini- Fires, sometimes fatal to hucharges. In the past first run New York in 1953 for $750,000. EST.
These are "Not Now, I'll Tell
last decade with the other two
tials are "TB." — MODEL IS mans and more often a washand fumes. Reason of course, rights went to theatres where However, on petition by the de- EMMY CONTENDER
of
You When," title song •
BACK in city after brief ab- out for costumes, music and in- resulting in many losing their for the lack of loss of life was Negroes are denied admittance. fendants was transferred to Another reason is the show, ie's best selling album; "S
sence and talking her friends struments sre quite oftzn re- lives. One was in a night club, fact that the fire broke out The Carver theatre is operat- Charlotte.
like the previous Astaire tele- Georgia Brown," to which num•
to death about this T. B. — ported along the entertainment "The Cocoanut" the other a early Sunday morning *kart the
casts, is bound to be a lead- bar by Basic, Astaire does a
circus tent with many losing 1:00 o'clock closing law had
MYSTERY STILL engulfs rum- rOW.
ing contender for Emmy hon- solo dance: "It's a Wonderful
their lives.
ors about MAJOR MISUNDER- Latest of
emptied the place. But the arors when the Academy of Tele- World," Joe Williams great hit,
course, was the one There were no deaths in
the fire tists appearing lost everything.
STANDING between a popular that
vision Arts and Sciences makes and a Blues specialty in which
destroyed Basin Street last
Saturday but a trio of fire- Their clothing, instruments and
cafe owner and his wife. — South in
Baste and Williams join Astaire
awards this coming Spring.
Boston last Saturday men were
overcome by smoke sheet music,
SOME INSIST en saying hub- where the
The first Astaire TV show, and Miss Barrie Chase
popular "Idlewild
by was forced to do a bit of Revue" was
expert dodging to avoid being ever, there appearing. Howhave oeen other
HOLLYWOOD — "The gross sums of money involved in
laiduow by ????? that filled such
destructions of amusment
receipts for the first four numbers operations will be
the place. — CO-WORKERS places with
many persons beim
months totals $2,307,000. Net familiar to old timers in Harstill awaiting in,roduction to killed.
profit: $847,000," a henchman lem and Chicago's Southside
husband of one of their mem- Most
tragic 'ot such fires oetells Dutch Schultz in the War- where policy games once flourcurred in April 1940 when Walner Bros., production "Portrait ished.
In Afghanistan, horseshoe- ter Barnes, famous orkater and "Anna's Sin" a picture made
of a Mobster" currently in pro- Of interest to newcomers who The singing Shirelles, recent- popular Drifters were &leo
riages.
shaped loaves of bread called most of his personnel died vic- in Italy, and already showing
have been arriving in both cit- ly featured at Regal Theatre, within the first twenty for third
The picture, due for world duction.
"nan" are baked from U. S. tims of the fire. This one oc- in New York may have trouble wide distribution, is running in The New York gangster, por- ies at the
rate of thousands per moved up to third place in the week. They gained the spot
flour sent in CARE packages to curred in a dance hall in Miss- opening here
enjoying trayed by Vic Morrow in this week for the past ten years weekly UPI disc poll as of Sat- through discing of "I Count The
give 150,000 needy children a issippi. There was only tee In fact it has already been several countries and
hard-hitting expose of mob rule, will be the revelation of how urday past.
Tears" on Atlantic. The Driftdaily school lunch of milk and exit to the place and wncn fire turned down by large loop thee - boxoffice success. In fact those has just taken over the num• the
gangsters took over the The number that upped the ers are likewise a popular agbread 'The flour and powdered iingul,ed the entrance there Ire management with argument who have seen the film predict tiers racket in Harlem and is numbers
game.
group's rating is their "Will gregation here as result,
milk for the meal are gifts was no way out for either the that the picture based on in- fine boxoffice wherever it is getting his first report on in- Lovely Leslie
Parrish plays You Love Me" on Scepter. This theatre spotlightink. Then,
from Americans who give $1 musicians or many of the cus- terracial marriages is a bit played. Among film's boasts come.
her first dramatic role in the is the third week the number they have been on televisto
per package to the CARE Food tomers.
too controversial and might lead are good acting, a frank story Startling to the actors in the film, with Ray Danton'recreat- has been within the first 10 but and radio several times singCrusade, 1 South State Street, But back to Boston and us to the Impression that house and attractive femme, in the film and many visitors to the ing the role of Legs
Diamond. is the highest so far.
ing the number "I Count The
Chicago 3, Illinois.
fires. The latest was third in teatagement favored such mar- cast.
Warner Bros. set, the vast Joseph Pevney is directing.
While not as highly rated the Tears."
•

Pix 'Birth Of Nation'
Runs In New York; No
Pickets Big Surprise

Count Basie Credits
Big Push To Astaire.

Sepia Serviced House
Wins Tirst Run'Suit

Fires In Entertainment
Places Not Unusual Now

Chicago, N. Y. Numbers
Stories Told In Film

'Anna's Sin' Too Real
For Local Theatre Run

The Shirelles Gain
3rd In Record Poll

ixclusives You Haven't Seen

.1

History - Making Social Interludes That 'Linger On'
;4-

11
•MOMENTOUS MOMENTS still remain vivid and
among them the brilliant Inaugural Ball in the National Armory in Washington, D. C.: Congressman
William L. Dawson's cocktail party-reception in the
Penthouse of the Woodner Hotel and Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority's Shoreham hotel testimonial honoring Democratic stalwarts Christine Ray Davi s, of

fail to
in one
s latter
news
winning
always
zgerald
St sin

Washington, staff director of the House Committee
on Government Operations; Vel Phillips, Councilwoman from Milwaukee and Atty. Marjorie McKenzie
Lawson, Civil Rights advisor to President-elect Ken.
nedy, also of Washington. Photos (from left above)
include Defenderland's First Lady, Mrs. John H.
Sengstacke, wife of the editor-publisher of the Chi.

cago Daily Defender and Miss Lena' Home at Delta
Testimonial. Mrs. Josephine Davis, Chicago, in Inaugural Ball gown; Mrs. Aubrey Anduze, Senator An.
duze, Virgin Islands and Mrs. Annie DeChabit, finance chairman, National Democratic Committee, St.
Croix, Virgin Islands (top photo center): State Rep.

Cecil Partee and Mrs. Partee, Chicago, at Inaugural
Ball; Mesdames Theodore A. Jones and Earl B. Dic:
kerson, also of Chicago and the NAACP's dynamic
Roy Wilkins (center) Mrs. Wilkins and Senator Phil
Hart, Michigan, trio of guests at Congressman Daw.
son's reception,

ces)11
;:cepted
means
o Ethel
dls just
ere insinger"
list the
at the

s acIs a acs
✓ her

y bad

Davis, Washington. Photo right: Aid. Ralph Metcalf
* POSING GRACIOUSLY for Photographer Ed- visitors from all over the country are Atty. J. Leon Atty. Arrington of Miami. Fla. Center photo: Elmer
Ray and Mrs. Metcalfe of Chicago, at Inaugural Ball.
Christine
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the brilliant reception at which Dawson was host for also of Washington; Mrs. Henry M. Arrington and Davis, Atty. Earl B. Dickerson, Chicago and Col. Steve
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*OTHER GUESTS who found the reception given by
Congressman William L. Dawson (Dem., Ill.) the perfed fete for greeting old friends and forming new
friendships are (photo left) Mesdames Ethel Ramos

Harris of Pittsburgh, Pa.; Rep. Blanche McSmith of
Alaska; George L. P. Weave r, Washington, D. C.,
whose husband was recently appointed an assistant to
the Secretary of Labor in President Kennedy's Cabi-

net; Gladys Johnson, Defender Publication's scribe;
Dr. Joyce Carwin of Stanford, Conn., and Mrs. Loretta
White of Cleveland, Ohio. Photo right: Chicago contingent exchanging gay repartee during the Dawson

_
Reception are Mesdames Jeanne Dago, Theodore1
Neal, Mary Cole Rose, W. Sylvester White, Earl.
Dickerson and John H. Johnson. (Photos by Edward*/
:',
and Cabell)
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SOCIETY

TILLW
The YMAW club met recently at the home of Mrs. Hattie
Sue aims on Greenwood at.
with the president, Mrs. Altura Lee presiding. Plans were
made for the club's yearly
work Next meeting will be
held Sunday, Feb. 5, at the
home of Mrs. Mary Gray of
1232 Latham at. 4 p.m. All
members and friends are urged
to be present Officers of the
club will be elected and plans
will be formulated for the installation services. Mrs. Mary
Gray, reporter. A lovely menu
was served by the hostess.
SHOP OWNERS AND
BEAUTICIANS
The Shop Owners and Beauti•
cians League No. II (Orange
Mound l is very proud of its
completion of the year 1960.
One of the laws of the club is
to give three affairs for the
year and a picnic for its many
friends. The first meeting was
held at the borne of one of the
club's recent members, Mrs.
Jennie Davis. Officers installed at the meeting were Mrs.
Frances McDonald, president;
Mrs. Carlee Bailey, vice president; Mrs. Annette T. Hale,
recording secretary; Mrs. Beatrice Thomas, financial secretary; Mrs. Katie Love, treasurer: Mrs Carlee Bailey, chaplain; Mrs. Lula Cullens, business manager; Mrs. Anna Williams. per capital tax treasur-,
Cr: Mrs. Lula Cullens, social
treasurer; Mrs. Jennie Des's,
floral and sick treasurer; Mrs.
Katie Lowe. charity treasurer
and Mrs. Alice Cole. critic.
All In all it was a delightful
evening.

••

•
Merry ••
•
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••• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN •

T H E CLARA BARTON wore to depict the famed era
HEALTH CLUB'S members are of "ragtime, )azztime a n d
active as beavers these days swing" and patrons are urged
... and met recently at the to start the attic search early
lovely home of Mrs. Alberta for relics of the age which revmores
Sample at 2466 Douglass ave. olutionized American
and made plans for their an- . . . fringes, waistlines beENGAGED — Mr. and Mrs. Nichols, w h a 'graduated
nual tea, to be held February low hips, long cigarette holdEdgar Cole of 681 Edith ave. from Hamilton high, attenders,
flamboyantl
painted
y
Is
t
at
p.m
12 from 4 to 7
announce the engagement of ed Tennessee A & I State uni- Lelia Walker Club House. The cupid lips, spit curls, Chanel
their daughter, !Kiss Mary versity. Miss Cole is the
the will feature a program of beads et al harkening back to
Roberts Cole to Bertram granddaughter of Mrs. Each,
musical selections, vocal and the period of prohibition. The
Ronell Nichols, son of Mr. Palmer and the late Robert
instrumental, from the city's special feature will be a 20
and Mrs. Millis C. Nichols, Cole of Charleston, Mo., and
Cornelia! minute Charleston contest .,.
talent. Miss
best
1318 Williams ave., of Mem- the late Mr. and Mrs. John
Sanders is the general chair- and the couples with endurance
phis. The couple plans an
to sustain to the bitter end will
Will Roberts of Memphis,
man of the tea.
early summer wedding. Miss Mr.
Nichols' grandparents
for t Is a receive prizes. It all sounds
The hostesses
graduate of Booker
is
Cole
a
very
different
and inviting to
lovely meeting were Mrs.
T. Washington high school are Willis C. Nichols Sr., the
oat
Sample, Mrs. Amanda
Hill,
and received her bachelor of late Mrs. Rosa Phillips Nichand Mrs. Pe•arlina Saunders. DELTAS FOUNDERS
arts degree from LeMoyne ols and the late Mr. and Mn.
DAY
'Enjoying every minute of the
college. Before serving duty Nathaniel McGhee, all of
January
and
February
are
interesting meeting were MesIn the U. S. Army, Mr. Memphis.
synonymous
with
dames Fairy P. Austin, Willa months
Founders
Day
celebrations
in
IL &taco, Ellen Callian, NelGreekdom ... and when the
lie L. Counts. Elizabeth
members
of
Delta
Sigma
Theta
hugsworth, E. T. Johnson,
(Memphis
M11111111
Dean* M. Johnson, Inez Sorority
JAnsan, Maggie
D. Jordan. chapter) held their celebra&wife S. Malone. Etta Page. tion of their founding, more
Florence McPherson, Eleanor than 50 fashionably clad memSant, Edith Scott. Elizabeth bers in the traditional black
Sloan, Rebecca Tat.', presi- attire, gathered a tthe beautiand
spacious contemdent; Juanita R. Turner, Beu- ful
lah Thompson. Zana R. Ward. porary manse of Mr. and Mrs.
and the Misses Marie Brooks, Howard Pinkston on Norris
Cornelia Sanders. Frances E. Road Sunday before last. The
name; and guest of
Mrs. ceremony was centered around
R first Extravaganza promoted by Grafton, Bobbye's
grandSample, Mrs. Clevie H. Wall& renewal of ideals of the Foun- EMULATING 0
NEW YORK — The NAACP
We hear that the Italian menu ders, reclamination and antici- lady, Mrs. Jacqueline Ken- Mrs. A. Marie Fort for the mother, in honor of the at. has added two
sit-,ii protest
tedy,
lovely
is
Mifq
Bobbye
Nen
March
pation
of Dimes Jan. 2t. tire of the President's wife
of the Golden Anniverserved was really delicious.
leaders to its full-time field
One of the city's best known sary, ef the sorority, which will Joyce Jones of California. The dress she is wearing at the Inaugural ball. (With- staff, according
to Roy Wilkinr
Miss Jones modeled at the was made by Mrs. W. T. ers Photo)
clubs, The Rosary Art
and be commemorated at the next
executive secretary.
By JANA DAVIS AND
The hostess and hosts for this
Social club, was entertained national meeting of the organiJulie A. Wright. summa cum
ELEANOR WILLIAMS
meeting were Jana Davis,
by Mrs. H M Sloan at her ,zation, slated for New York
laude graduate of Ciaflin col- Hi, there! Here are your teenCity.
Thomas
Elrod and Don Brownborne on Stephens Place last
lege,
Orangeburg,
- C., was age reporters, Eleanor and lee.
The president of this club
Saturday. . . where profusions At the celebration were five
one
of
the
two
Jana,
leaders
back
again
of
the
with
your
chapter
Past
is
presidents.
Miss
Joan Hargraves.
Mes3 of palms, flowers and plants
famed March 15. 1959, demon- teen highlights.
The Co-Ette club's Mardi
'were scenes A beauty through- dames Addie Jones, Mary Col'
stration in Orangeburg.
As you know the N. D. C. C. Gras Ball will be held at Lake.out the home. There, too. much her, Rosa Robinson and HarThe columns of students, to- officers ball will be held at Mel- view Gardens
(ado concerned their recent do- riette Walker, and a charter
country club
taling 1.500, who staged an or- rose Gymnatorium February Feb. it. It
NORFOLK. Va , — The man- day. they went to the National on she won promotions
nation of a dozen sweaters to member, Mrs. Hilda Smith,
will be invitational.
rapidly
At thata time
Miss The Fisk Dancers were very
the children at Ford School. The Founders Day Commit- tie of Grand Daughter Ruler of and skill into her new position. until her election to Grand Vice derly march into town for a 24:
protest ceremony were attack- N.D.C.C. will be chosen from good at Melrose
tee, beaded by Mrs. Ann the Daughters of IBPOE of "She will expect, as I do.
'-scene of a recent fire.
January 29.
the Daughter Ruler, the office next
ed by police, using tear gas representatives of each high Some of the dances
' The joy of being together Spraggins, chairman, included W was conferred on Mrs. Nettie fullest co-operation and support in line to the highest post.
included
and
pressure fire hoses.
school, some of which are Mar- interpretations of fire,
sand basking in the warmth of Miss Phyllis Brooks. M r 1. 1 B. Smith. Vice Daughter Ruler. from each Elk."
ACTIVE IN CHURCH
dope
Miss Wright will work with ilyn Isabel — Melrose; Addie addicts a
gthe closely knit group was Ann Carries Harris, Mrs. Jan- by the Grand Exalted Ruler, Mrs. Smith responded
pendulum,
dolls
etc.
with Mrs. Smith, a tireless church Herbert L. Wright, the Associa- Holmes — Manassas;
Mrs. Clementine Hobson Reynolds of Philadel- well chosen
Phyllis
(shared by Mrs. G. T. McPher- et Lewis
If
you
have
news,
any
worker,
please
is a member of Salem tion's youth sec:etary,
words, "I pledge
and will Ross — Hamilton.
co-cheirman
and phis directly after the former all that I have to carrying
son. Mrs. Nicholas Watkins, Ramsey,
contact
Jana
Davis
at
MU
Methodist
4Church in New York be based
on
in the Atlanta regional The Guys and Dolls met at 21.79 or Eleanor
Daughter Ruler, Nettie Carter the work of our
hilme. G. H. Young. Mrs. T. Mrs. Hattie House.
Williams at WH
dear departed City, and active in denomi- 1 office.
DELTA MOTHERS
the home of Jana Davis Sunday 8-6108.
Jackson
I
Johnson,
interred
was
Nlorana
Mrs.
in
Ruth
Wilnational
work.
She
a
k
is past ex- Phillip H. Savage, of
sister. I will do the best I can
Balti- January 29, 1961 to discuss the Good bye until next
hams, Miss Christine
Gard- Delta mothers met with Mrs. Cemetery, Staten Island.
week.
and with God's help and yours, ecutive member of the Manhat- more, has been named field
pier, Miss Inez Bolden. Mrs. J. L. Campbell at 1287 South After meeting with the two
sec- Itinerary for the coming year, Eleanor and Jana
tan
Council
Churches
of
and
of
this organization will go foward
retary
at
large
and
Parkway
will
conon
iBarbara Dickerson and speSunday, January top officials of the women's orduct NAACP membership camunprecedented
achieve- the Protestant Council.
eial guests. Mrs. Carrie Sim-1 22, with 13 members in attend- der, Miss Buena V. Berry, to
The new Grand Daughter Ru- paigns in major cities.
sneer
to
make
plans for their Grand Daughter Secretary of ments."
rnons and Mrs Mildred Bailey,
year's work. Their main pro)- Norfolk, Va. and Mrs Pearl Mrs. Smith is a native of ler is known for her deeply re- He was chairman of the Civic
the latter of New York City.
ligious, quiet but powerful per- Interest Group that was reE FARS HOUSEWIVES eet is devoted to helping wor- Brown, Grand Daughter Teasur- Washington, D. C. receiving pri- sonality and
has a reputation sponsible fcr breaking down
thy students through college,
vate and public school educa)
tGL'E
in addition to their desire to er of Baltimore, surrounded by tion in that city. When a young for getting things done without segregated eating facilities in
Mrs- Mary Braswell of 2168. meeting
scores of officers and officials
show
fanfare.
or
fcur major department stores
friends socially. When
S• tovall was the hostess to the
in the order, Mrs. Smith was in- woman, she moved to New York In addition to the Daughter of and more than
each time you buy 2 half-galione ot
100 restaurants
:Byde Park Housewives League the group meets In FebrnarY!clucted
City residing there contlnously Elks, Mrs. Smith holds memin
the
office
by
Grand
in
Baltimore.
Busiii
lllll
recently . . . eel the organize. at the home of Dr. and Mrs. Exalted Ruler,
111111111111111
Hobson Reyn- ever since. In 1921 she joined bership in the Order of Eastern
t on wants it
known that they W. 0. Speight, Sr., at 1393 olds, on. Dec. 31, 1960 at the Eureka Temple No. 22 and Stars and
III 1111111
other fraternal ben- Coronary thrombosis,
(are seeking new
says
members. South Parkway, new officers residence of the deceased leader. served with exceptional merit evolent and civic
11!!!!!!!!!
organizations. the Chicago Heart Association,
IPlans were made for their In- will be elected.
in
all
the
important elective Mrs. Smith announced that all
CO-OPERATION URGED
is a medical term for the forstallation ceremony for the INAUGURATION REVIEW
offices.
appointments made by her pred- mation of a blood clot
Mrs. Jesse H. Turner flew "I call upon every officer, In 1941 she
or throm'newly elected officers. which
was appointed by ecessor would stand. The ofevery
appointee
and
every
bus within one of the two arterto
Washington, D. C. to be the
'will be held at the residence of
the late Elizabeth Ross Gor- fice has been moved from
1 7
1--)
member
to
move
Statforward
with
ies
guest
that feed the heart.
of - Mrs. Spencer Ken'Mrs. Laura Speed, 2156 Stovdon, to the strageic office of en Island to 253 W. 123rd Street,
the
new
Grand
Daughter
Ruler,"
nedy
while taking in inaugural
all ave., on February 3
special Deputy. The late grand New York 27, New York. Memactivities to which Mr. and he said. "Mrs. Smith will take Daughter Ruler,
CHARLESTON CONTEST
Mrs. Jackson bers of the secretarial and ofon
great
responsibilit
ies,
she
Mrs.
Turner
had been invited will bring
jELATED
re-appointed her.
fice staff. Mrs. Lillian Lowe and
excellent
experience
by
impressive
collectors item
s It would appear that t h e
In 1953 she became Grand As-'Mrs. Mollie Perry, have
been retroar of the -Twenties" does invitations. ?Ars. Kenned 3' is a
sistant Escort. From this point gained by the incumbent.
Connot diminish with the passing librarian at the Smithsonian Shrine of Immaculate
ception, onL. of the world's
'decades . . . for the apostles Institute.
t of fashion are still decreeing Enthralled with the august argest Cathedrals on Catholic
campus. There
• the elongated look in dresses, and posh occasion, Mrs. Tur- university's
(jewelry, hats, coiffures, and ner was kind enough to tell they witnessed the singing of
Ieven manners. So. the public us some of her impressions of a Papal Mass, designated by
will have an opportunity to the ceremony, parade, ball and the Pope and done by a bishop.
shave fun, reminiscent of flap- other activities engaged in dur- an ancient Byzantine BulI per days . . . when Alpha Del- ing her three-day stay in the garian rite. Friends have been
stopping in to see Mrs. Turt ta Chapter of Alpha Gamma nation's capital.
tChi Sorority sponsors a cos- On leaving Memphis, airline ner's collection of inaugural
ctume dance on Friday. March officials would not guarantee souvenirs.
FALL AND WINTER MERCHANDISE
ESL at Currie's Club Tropicana. landing in Washington, due to ATTEND CHICAGO'S
E Naturally, costumes will be the low ceiling and widespread 40 CLUB FETE
snowstorm. But lucky soul that Distinctive invitations to the
she must be, the flight w a a Original 40 Club of Chicago,
".frs
pleasant, and although the air- 111., came to Dr. and
NAME BRAND
port had been closed there with Leland Atkins, Dr. and Mrs.
V.'.
0.
Speight,
and
Dr.
and
Coats,
Dresses, Sweaters,
30 grounded
planes a
few
hours prior, they landed, only Mrs. Stanley Ish, Jr. to atSports Weer—errtd Hats
tend their swank dinner-dance
one and a half hours late.
Featured
Both Mrs. Turner and Mrs. at the Sheraton Blackstone hoKennedy viewed the inaugura- tel last Saturday night.
tion, had seats to see the pa- The couple trio left on the
rade in front co' the Archives Panama Limited last W doesBuilding, and thoroughly en- day night for a long week-end
GROWN IN THE FAMOUS
joyed the parade, reputed to trip that would be culminated
by the swank party on SaturNASHVILLE, Tenn. — Dr, have been the most
t
beautiful
James S. Thomas, a staff mem- and
day night. They were the
the shortest inaugural paguests of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron
her of the Board of Education rade, though
it lasted three
Payne, Dr. and Mrs. Maurice
s of The Methodist church, here and a half hours.
1727 LAMAR AVENUE
Gleason and
and the choir of Fisk university The bitter cold
Mr. and Mrs.
enveloped Claude Barnett.
FREE PARKING LOT
We
will
have
were featured on the CBS-Ha- the city, though the day was
the story of their trip in our
TELEPHONE BR 4-5140
din Network's "Church of the lovely, sunny
and bright, as next
issue.
etir'' on Sunday, Jan. 15.
we all saw and heard via our
c
Balte-11.11—Maale or Fre them! With ph•
Dr. Thomas, who is a native television review
here.
One
haw why Hues 8404 fin• qualify p•fateais
t Of South Carolina and a mem- aspect of the parade,
said to
flavor are a family favorite everywhere.
ber of the
South
Carolina be particularly inspiring, was
t Annual Conference of the de- that section bearing colorful
1
nomination's Central (Negro) flags of the 50 states.
Later.
Jurisdiction, holds degrees from the same night they
attended
s Clanin college, Orangeburg, S. the inaugural ball at the
1
StatH
, C.: Gammon Theological Sem- ler Hilton hotel, one
of five
inary, Atlanta; Drew university, balls held that night.
Madison. N. J.; and Cornell The next day
was devoted to
a university, Ithaca, N. Y. He taking pictures of the
reviewtolds the doctor of philosophy ing stands and the
capitol,
Begree from Cornell.
building, shopping for sou1: The broadcast .vas produced venirs. and visiting
government
▪ 6y the CBSRadio Network in buildings, including the
Art cooperation with the Television.
chives building, where the oriI Radio and Film Commission of ginal Declaration of IndependThe Methodist church, which is ence, Bill of Rights and
the
RED RIVER VALLEY POTATO COMMITTEE
kadquarted in Nashville.
Constitution are housed. Sun(
ibiwommhs N M. Dam.Stawsnia. Grew,

I

g
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CART HOME SAVINGS!
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2861 Lamar Avenue — Phone: GL 2-7611

2251 So. Bellevue
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Rath at E. H. Crump Hospital Daughter, Helen, to Mr. and
Daughter, Toiya, to Mr. and
JAN. le
Mrs. Joe L. Halley of 1330 Gai- Mrs. Earnest Collins of 215
Everybody talks about the The title is now owned oy
Cedar.
Daughter, Denise, to Mr. and ther.
weather and we really have it Leatha Jones, who captured
Mrs. Bert M. Davis of 3575 Son, Nathan, to Mr and Mrs. Daughter, Veronica, to Mr.
with us in this nud-winter sea- by Asplaying her musical
Millard rd.
Teavell Cannon of 602 Jessa- and Mrs. Leonard Farmer of
son. It seems as its here to ent as well as her charmin
610 Handy Mall.
Daughter, Jacqueline, to Mr mine.
stay by the weather reports, personality. She is now a fre
and Mrs. Willie Faulkner of Son, Dwayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Nettie, to Mr. and
but all I can say is. just wrap man in Lane College on acted
Mrs. James Lewis of 2391 Van3939 E. Raines.
Charlie Hardy of 660 Castle.
up and make the best of it.
arship.
Daughter. Gretchen, to Mr. Daughter, Emma, to Mr. and dale.
Semester grades have gone
and Mrs. David Leavy of 3538 Mrs. Leroy Mosby of 966 SeatMrs. Maggie Massey, c
Twins, to Mr. and Mrs. Luther
out for most schools and there
YOluley rd.
tle.
consultant, worked with eac
W. Pritchard of 1024 N. Clayat
Merry
were
students
five
Daughter, Johnnie, to Mr. brook
JAN. 11
girl in charm development.
High school to top the 95 mark delicious salad plate was serv
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Johnny Killebrew of Daughter, Margie, to Mr. and
with a semester average. They ed the guests by Sorors A.
A. E. Horne of 1974 S. Parkway 3891 Aairways.
Mrs. James Borrum of 3520
were Castle Curry, daughter of Porter, president of the Jac
E.
Son, Steve, to Mr. and Mrs. Getwell.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Curry; Bar. son chapter, M. C. Hay, C.
Twins, Ray and Ralph, to Mr. Pat Rhodes of 1432 Bellevue.
Son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
bare Thompson, daughter of Thomas and A. L. Cooke.
and Mrs. Virg Madison of 1068 Daughter. Angela, to Mr. and Percy Ferguson of 859 BaliMr. and Mrs. Russell Thomp•
N. Seventh at.
Mrs. Carl Jenkins of 1955 Ben. more.
son; Gloria Atcherson, daugh- The date for the Pageadt-I
Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and ford.
Son, Joseph, to Mr. and Mrs.
ter of Mrs. Mary L. Atcher- March 10 in the Merry Mg
Mrs. Emerson Paraham of Son, Melvin, to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Timberlake of 1326
school aduitorium.
Agnes iluntspon, daughter
son;
Melvin Adams of 2226 Hunter. Sample.
1557 S. Orleans,
Janet
Lewis,
Phyllis
Brooks,
Charlotte
MagPinkston,
—
DAY
Zeta
FOUNDER'S
Son, Ronnie, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Angela, to Mr. and Phi Beta sorority held its Brooks, Earline Couch, Clem- gie McDowell, Maxine Smith, of Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Rocks; February is a most importan
JAN. 12
Daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and M. B. Brunson of 1024 S. Well- Mrs. Willie Hill of 890 LeMoyne Founder's Day ceremonies entine Ramsey, Ernestine chapter president, and Soror and Patricia Jamison, daugh- month for national celebrations
recently in the home of Soror Cunningham, Ann Sproggins, Hattie House, See Society ter of Mr. and Mrs. Verlan First it is heart month fo
Mrs. Frank Jackson of 1349 ington.
Mall.
young lovers and aiding in r
Son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ann Came.; Ilarris. Merry•Go-Round for details. Jamison.
Doris.
Mrs. Joyce Pinkston on Norris rd. and
and
Mr.
to
James,
Son,
Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Mon- search of human heart ailment
Sorors (Withers photo)
Daughter, Eleanor, to Mr. Morris Norman of 406 Able.
1540 N. Second. From left standing are Sorors Seated, from left,
of
Taylor
James
roe have received the report through your contributions. Tay
W. o4Km'E
and Mrs. Elbert Venable of JAN. 24
Mrs.
on their daughter, Brenda Kay, important weeks are looked for
and Son, Perry, to Mr. and
Mr.
to
Daughter,
Tina,
rd.
Coat
Red.
3453
of 552 E. McGentry, Mr. and Mrs. Brodie who is enrolled in Central Jr. ward to are "Negro Histor
Mrs. Willie Clark of 1650 Han- Tommie Mason
JAN. 14
Le more.
Davis. Mr. and Mrs. George high school in Detroit, Mich.
"Brotherh
and
W e e k"
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and auer,
Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Chester She is again listen on the honand Son. Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
Week. Negro History We
Mrs. Willie H. Green of 2343 Daughter, Loretta, to Mr.
Mc972
of
Cruthird
and
Bryson,
Mr.
Mrs.
W.
John
Ro'aert
1573
of
Watkins
Mrs. Sylvester
or roll, the position she has which comes Feb. 12-19 uses
Shasta.
Last Thursday was "Home- served buffet style from the Thomas and Mr. and Mrs.
Dowell.
Ethlyn.
held since being a student there the theme this year "Free
JAN. 16
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs. coming" for Stigall's basket. t a ble laid with a white Howard Gentry.
Mr.
to
Lavester,
Daughter,
in her second year.
and Democracy for the Nes
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr. and
Misses Joyce Thomas, LenIvory of 1607 Sidney. teams. The teachers and stu- linen cut worked cloth. Baked
William
3074
of
Hunt
B.
John
Mrs.
and
Mrs. Walter Campbell of 2854
After One Hundred Years,
Daughter, Felicia, to Mr. and dents closed a very successful ham, toss salad, a casserole nette Landers, Peggy White. SOCIALLY
Crystal.
Faxon.
Mrs. Robert Mathews of 1633 basketball queens drive. Miss relishes, hot rolls, coffee, boil- BirdieFaye Mathis. Josephine The lovely home of Dr. and 1961." In this most lmpom
and
Mr.
to
Regina,
Daughter,
Son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Earline Jackocks, a sopho- ed custard and birthday cake. Herron and Nancy Sherron at- Mrs. A. Z. Maney on Middle- era, each of us can obse
Curry of 1459 Ash.
James Hill of 1781 Castalia rd. Mrs. George E.
Son, Curtis ,to Mr. and Mrs. more, was crowned Queen of Mesdames Lena Reid and tended the luncheon a n d ton st., was the setting for the the week liy becoming more ac
Oaklawn.
Son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs.
Daughter, Elizabeth, to Mr. Lawrence Brittmon of 2699 Car- the "Hardwood." Our coach, Martha Lacey, sisters of Mrs. charm clinic given in the home bi-monthly meeting of the Cri- quainted with our Negro hi
Robert Lee of 1669 Eldridge.
Willie Poston, was her home- Baskerville, assisted her with of Mrs. Anna Cooke, Jackson, terion Bridge Club when Mrs. tory.
Mrs. Walter Britt of 817 nes.
and
Daughter, Wanda, to Mr. and
Daughter, Valerie, to Mr. and room advisor. The attendants the serving. Mrs. Louise Cooper Tenn., for the contestants enter- Maney served as hostess. Mrs. Lane college has now open
Maywood.
Mrs. Charlie Smith of 3140
Son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Roy G. Butler of 888 Mt. were Mary Coleman. 7th grade; led the singing of "Happy Birth- mg The Miss Bronze West Ten- L. B. Martin, president, con- the United Negro College Fun
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Cawthorn of 363 Till- Pisgah.
Marshall
Mrs. Velva Pullam, advisor and day.' The group then sang nessee Pageant sponsored by ducted the short business ses- drive. Your donations will
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to
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Mr.
Son, Barry,
Essie Yarbrough, 8th grade "Happy Birthday" to Mrs. Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. sion prior to serving and greatly appreciated. If y
man.
Luther Ward of 1465 Silver.
They met the other girls who bridge. Members present were aren't contacted, you may m
Mrs. Louise Croom, advisor. Cooper as it was her birthday
Son, Arthur to Mr. and Mrs.
Born at John Gaston
are contestants and were brief- Mesdames M. M. Hughes, V. your cheek to the president
Arthur Franklin of 594 Handy
The Elementary Queen was too.
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Francine Givens, 5th grade, After dinner the guests en- ed on the correct way to walk. F. Walker, B. C. Lucas, G. the college, but please give
Daughter, Lorece, to Mr. and Mall.
Drusilla, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louise Cooper, teacher. jo y ed a variety of sit and stand by Mrs. Maggie Ford, A. M. Bond, V. C
Mrs. Lonnie Gunn of 2400 Van. Daughter,
consultant. Brooks, A. M. Dobbins. J. Slicebeauty
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Gleen, 4th grade, Mrs. 011ie R. P re s en t were: Mr. and The girls were served baked gog, R. S. NicKissack, and
Son, Darryl, to Mr. and Mrs. Millan.
Thomas Austin, Covington. ham, congealed salad, ritz your scribe. The presence of
Daughter, Lajuana, to Mr. and
Farmer, teacher and Joyce Mrs.
Isaac Williams of 1159 Smith.
and Mrs. Kellas crackers, hot tea and cake.
of 289 Dixie
FOR PROSPECTIVE
Mrs. G. Atkins was missed -.s
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BEAUTY

WMCT-TV To Carry
MSU-Dayton Game

Buy Your 1961

NEW FORD
From Us

HULL—DOBBS

a.

tro;ughter,

155.
Buys YOU

A

Fine

HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
Of

All New Furniture

HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH'
MID-SOUTH'S GREATESIR
VALUES
Open 9 'Til 9
Free Delivery
FURNITURE BY

THE SEIDALS — The Seidal
social club held its first dance recently at the Flamingo club and it turned out a
huge success. The club is
planning to make it an annual
affair. The members were
dressed in their club color,
sapphire blue. Officers of the
club are Mrs. Girthy Jack-

IRRITATING ITCH

CELEBRATING THEIR Seth
(golden) wedding anniversary recently were Mr. and
Mrs. John Quincy Campbell
Of 811 Laurel at. Mr. and
Mts. Campbell (Ida) are
pioneers of t h e Orange
Mend community. They are
118:„ parents of 13 children
esid 12 grandchildren. The
happy occasion was telebrat-

ed at their home where hors
d'oeuvres, punch, cake and
assorted nuts were served to
servers' guests and family
present. Six of the Campbell
children are living in the
persons of Evell Campbell,
Mrs. Vernida Bailey, Mrs.
Marjorie Alsobrook, Gilbert
Campbell, Mrs. Gertoe Beggs
and Charles E. Campbell.
Photo by Blakeley)

You Can't
Scratch Away
Scratching is dangerous! If may lead to infection,

good win. Millions,
Sikatching of itching eczema, bled skin feel bleased
relief with
pimples or rashes can disfigure have found
"Skin Success" Ointskin and cause infection. If you Palmer's
Feel
yourself.
it
Prove
want fast, dependable relief from meat.
satisfied or your
ugly, itching misery us* Palmer's completely Only 35. The eto"Skin Success" Ointment. Only Money had, size contains four
751
"Skin Success" Ointment gives nomoal much.
your skin the benefit of this great tones es
prescription formula, tested by • And Guard Your Complexion
with the deen-actine roomy
noted doctor.
Don't let that itching distress medication of PALMSMS "SKIN
trouble you another day. Se* for SticCirSEI" SOAP. ft fights terms
yourself how fast this clinicialy- that often aaaaavat. ugly lidernteetud ointment makes poor tree- WM1 and pereptreuon odors.

son, president; Mrs. Doris Mrs. Georgia Garrett, busiGillis, vice president; Mrs. ness manager; Mrs. ErnesMary Fowlk, secretary; Mrs. tine Cochran, reporter; Mrs.
financial Jean Sommerville, chairman
Lucas,
Dorothy
secretary; M r 5. Eloise of sick committee;•Mrs. BerMboon, recording secretary; tha Pickens, parliamentar-

Ian; Mrs. Earlean Davis,
treasurer and Mrs. Gertrude
Turner, chaplain.
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Clean, Cnnvenient
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: SAVE UP TO
QUEEN
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H.A. CARROLL &
JA 3-1626
—
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HERBERT STRUM • WALTER STREllil
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ANNE
Floroe
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Meoll

228 Vance at Third

Telephone JA 6-1481
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'All Around Towne

Manassas High News

By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan

BY

BETTYE JEFFRIES

James."
CLUB OF THE WEEK
The purpose of this particu-ICAMPUS PERSONALITIES
trampe
cagers unmerc u
ENDS
lar article is to give you, our C. L. Matthews, Eugene
readers, somewhat of a spot-Davis, Vera Bingham, Doris
All over the Memphis City over Hamilton to a score of
Reed
Wilson, Anlight or view of one of our Benton, Classie
public schools, teachers, stu- 84-49. Joke-telling Jewell
with 29
numerous clubs and organiza- nette Ivory, Charles McGhee,
dents and the like have cli- was high point man
ASSIGNMENT: — Teen Com- And Remember Your Elder's maxed three six weeks of stu- points. Willie Jones, James
tions on our campus each Juanita King, Ernest Martin,
MaMartain
Commandings,
munication.
week. Sometimes in spotlight- Shirley Roberson, Carl
dy. Melrose is no exception. Perkings, Tommy
Wyatt, Bee'PLACE: — Our Town as al- Get All The Wisdom And For some students this semes- Richard House, Charles Grifing one can not actually give ple, Luteshia
Hooks,
Knowledge You Can
Lee, Beverly
ways.
praise to only one individual, niece
ended on a happy note. fin and Lawrence Grayson
Under- ter
as several individuals should Curtis Carter, Rita Phillips,
TIME: — Present, and right But Get A Distinct
These are the students who played their parts wonderfully.
Frank
Ficklin,
receive like praise. Thus we Gwendolyn
here for you each week... standing;
have applied themselves, and The B team, often looked
Learn To. Be Taught, To Be by doing so, have attained the over, also came out victorious
will endeavor to somewhat McGraw, Marguerite Stewart
"TEEN SPECIAL"
Taught To Be Learned
score that was miracuspotlight a club or organization and Geraldine Seay.
The glowing limelight this To Things Of Your Concern, goal for which they were striv- with a
SUPPOSIN'
the lous. Hudson, Melvin Williams,
whenever possible.
week falls on Miss Marilyn Is- Drink Deep From The Cup ing. For Others the end of
Henry Pettis, James Sandsemester was not so joyous.
The club honored this week Joseph Campbell didn't reabel, a 17-year-old senior at Of Knowledge
his
They are the ones who did- which, Truman Hull and Anfs the Deburette social club. fer to Minnie Ross as
Melrose high school, who re- For Great Riches You May
n't strive as hard they should thony Jackson were instruorganized for freshmen a n d PAST PRESENT and FUsides with her parents, Mr. and Learn;
have, and thru their negli- mental in winning this game.
sophomore young ladies. The TUBE? (Joseph really has It
Isabel
Edward
Clarence
WS.
Prove Yourself Worthy For gence, have failed to attain Keep it up fellows. O.K.?
Deburette social club is not bad!) Brenda Rice would deat 772 Hanley at. She is in the Every Cause
the standards that are requir- WHAT IF
only a club but a charm cide whether or not she will
L.
Mrs.
which
of
division
12-3
That Might Be Bestowed Up- ed for passing the first se- James Menne told the truth
school as well. It teaches its try for a young man at o u r
instructor.
is
McKinney
on You,
mester. To them I say, you still about his admiration for Mary
members to be young ladies school? Charles Branham
Around Melrose campus she And Always Be Reverent In
Thomas,
Wauleen
would give up his "non-girl
have a chance to pass. All it Storey,
at all times.
organizesuch
of
member
a
Is
..'st;
(C. H. was
Everything
takes is more effort on your Maxine Mays and Ardelia EdAs a result of the effect of strike"?
Science
Do;
lions as dramatics,
That You Endeavor To
us who's next?) I bars
it takes staying after wards?
the club, the young members tell
MISS WEST TENNESSEE — versity's annual "M I a s club, sponsor in NDCC, treasur- And When You Have Done part, if
(J's girl) Bowles wasn't so
Jewell Reed wouldn't let
school with Mrs. Echols and
Charm" title. The winners Cr of Library, Student Council,
usually come out of this orCarter,
LaVern
of
daughter
Williams
Best
Jasper
it
Very
with
Your
Smith excite him so
if
or
"tight"
p.m.,
5
Clara
until
Davis
Mr.
and
morCharm"
ganization with excellent
Carter of Hum- of the "Miss
Glee club, Pep Squad, and in As Everyone Can Tell,
Marietta Wells would Mrs. Elvira
(Mel)?
midnight
little
much?
a
burning
takes
be
will
personpleasing
titles
al standards,
boldt and a speech and dro- "Mr. Esquire"
social life she is affiliated with You Have Proved To Others oil, you'll have to do it in or- Lewis Dunlap really receivtaffies, etc. Not only this but reveal the young man of her ma major at Tennessee State disclosed next week and will
Marietta, university, is one of 18 candi- be presented at the annual the Co-Ettes. She is a member And
der to pass this school term ed a scholarship from Syrathe Deburettes maintain good dreams? (Really
of the Seventh Day Adventist A Teen-Ager. True And Swell. Let's snap into this business, cuse?
well. they say it's no secret!)
Ball
re
scholastic averages as
Charm•Esqui
dates (representing the veld. campus
,
M. B. church, where Elder '
Henry Pettis wised up and
WANTED DEAD OR ALIVE" young people. O.K.?
- Don Williams would recov- ous states) seeking the lint- Feb. 10.
,
Officers of the club are Shit
C. R. Graham is pastor.
forgot about Carolyn ThompSay Pardners, there have CITY-WIDE SLATY.
ley Purnell, president; Lora er from that love break-up and
After her completion of high been plenty of wanted posters DOLLS
son?
Taylor, vice president; Velma return to normal? (How long
school, she plans to attend Lin- circulating around and we manMildred Miles, (Manassas), Elgin Scott knew of his adCannon, secretary; Cora Brew- will this last Don, old pal?!)
Southern Illinois col- aged to see several of the Doris Ingram (FATHER BER- mirer in the senior class?
or
coln
Fred
Cr, assistant secretary; Ber- Mary L. Johnson and
legs where her major will be names and faces, and if you TRAND), Rose Copper (HAM- Ezelle Smith and Aloma Lyniece Lee, chaplain: Thelma Henderson were back in the
cie
soH
Carrot tle got together? I'm sure that
can keep a secret and you ILT 0 N), Georgia
Virgil swing? (Mary and Fred. that
treasurer;
Phillips,
orlogyhobbies are cooking, don't try to cash in on the re- (DOUGLASS), Mattie
Camp- they would have a bouncing
manager; was really brief—what's next?)
Bolden, business
singing and skating. When askbelle (CARVER), Margaret good time.
Franklin Matthews, reporter, DID YOU KNOW
stop
ed about boys she stated: "To' Wanted. Bobbie Settles (Cur: Sherrod (MELROSE), Willis
Morris Woods would
and Shirley Reed, dean of Leon Walls
has a "heavy
.
me boys are very important. iy), Mary Montgomery (Lar- Blevins (MITCHELL), John- trying to pull the wool over my
'pledges.
crush" on Mary Ella Hobson?
to
They serve as incentives
eyes about his love for EleanWanted: To know what nie Lunmpkin (B.T.W
ry),
The club colors are mint (Leon describes Mary Ella as
make girls strive to be young
or Williams? Junienne Briscoe
as.
A L. is going to do about the GUYS
green and kelly green. Mrs. the "absolute living end!")
trouble
in your ears.
ladies. They can be
By MORRIS WEBB And
situation ... Mary Allen (Moe), Robert Jackson (B.T.W.), and George Bradshaw were on
Marjorie I. Lien is club ad- James Ward has been seen
memories."
Ivory
Out by Manassa — Yvonne well as blissful
again?
terms
BERNARD BATES
by the Three Stooges as standdw a rd Harris (BER- good
visor
with a certain junior girl Hello Readers,
Luster, is it true that Luther "TOP TEN"
ins ... Wanted: David Neely T R AN D), James Manna Johnson had his chance with
SPOTLIGHT
Mitchell
the
be
this
truly
Can
Larry
barred
been
a
a
YEW?
Boys —
This is Morris Webb and Roberson h
King Rita Sanders. Sue Parham and
Odell
to know that a certain young (MELROSE),
the spotlight
Stepping into
what Bernard Bates bringing you a from your house? Yvette Lus- (Ham.), Dick Porter (B. T. W.),
latest .out. (I wonder
Carr Homer Fouche were tight?
Fred
ady really cares ...
(DOUGLASS),
this week is • young man out- she !hulks about this?)
l
MitLarry
worry
to
have
don't
you
(Man.).
ter,
Billy Doss
new edition of "IN T H E
Turner Vernita Thompson and Porter
Van
Wanted . John Shaw by Lois (MANASSAS),
standing in the field of art. In PRETEND THAT
(LesTurner
competition
no
is
Van
there
because
ll (Mel.),
tcehre)
SWING." We sincerely hope
Biscoe Osby would stop kidding and
Scott ... Wanted for not speak- (LESTER), Sampson
any art contest this young man Stilton
Reynolds didn'tt think that the remainder of - this out to Melrose. Helen Coleman,
M
get down to the business at
ing to Passers-by: F. E.. G. S., (HAMILTON).
eventually comes out a winner. he was "Mr. Cool.l
Cam and „1.001 year will be a pleasant are you and Daniel Brown in- GIRLS — Essie Boyd (Ham.), 13.N., C. G., and E. W. . . .
hand? Jimmy Morris would
SPORTS PARADE
Just last year he won first What's Happening."
B.),
(F.
Bass
Verna
Will
Hayes
separable?
Kaye
and
you
serious
for
Tommy
F r e d and successful one
Wanted for making a
The Mighty Wildcats strike tell the truth about Aubrey and
.place in the Clean-Up. Paint(Lester),
Blakemore
girl! us. Before we continue this ever accept the facts?
Anna
William Smith . . . again. The Wildcats struck Bernadine?
mistake:
Up Art contest-12th grade di. Robinson Immo the right
wouldn't
be !needless chatter and run time Top Fellows — Herman Bur- Margaret Jones (Man.), Char- Wanted to love and cherish: like a bolt of lightning last
Exhols
Nancy
vision (although he was only (I do believe this would
derided and space out let us break rows, Joseph Bell, E. J. Wash- lene (Hull) Kiner (Mel )
Barbara Wilson by Percy Ward Monday evening in the Hamil- speak of Aaron Thompson so
a sophomore at the time). He the end!) John Green
(I away from this in to the haps ington, John Cash, Otis Britt, "AN APPEAL FOR TEEN- Wanted for company. Willie ton
Williams' (See MELROSE, Page 16)
gym. Coach
(is the art student responsible his jokes are for the birds!
Jack Hightower, John Milan AGE MORALS"
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Some get raises, like Elston
Howard, and some take cuts
like Robin Roberts, and some
like Whitey Ford, figure they
By BOB SALMON
centive, Thomas said, "No, I windup better in the long
BOSTON — (UPI) — T h e was just trying my best. I run with the same money year
amazing John Thomas broke knew a 7 foot 4 inch jump was after year after year.
SAN JACINTO, Calif., —
his own world indoor high jump possible. Now it's up to me to Howard, whose 1960 salary
(UPI) — Sugar Ray Robinson
record with a 7 foot 3-1-8 inch go out and do it, too. I think I of $25,000 was increased slightembarked on a "strong man"
leap and Olympian Ernie Cun- can do it. I'll just have to work ly despite his .247 average, alup
campaign to build him
so has been promised
liffe of Stanford set a world in- that much harder."
more
physically for his March 4 ti
Olympian Frank Budd of Vil- work for next season and he
door mark in the 1,000 - yard
tie bout at Las Vegas. Nev..
run at the 72nd Boston AA lanova won the 50-yard dash in likes that, too.
with middleweight champion
5.4 seconds, beating two - time Ford, still the southpaw ace
track meet.
Gene Fullmer.
Thomas, 19-year-old Boston BAA winner Paul Winder of of the New York
Yankees'
Robinson, five-time holder of
university sophomore, cleared Morgan State by five feet. Lee pitching staff, signed his third
said
the middleweight title,
Prins
of
Syracuse
was
third straight contract for $35,000.
the height — bettering the 7his training program for the
foot barrier for the 56th time in and Lloyd Bell of the BAA was "I'm happy," said the softnext week will include a daily
fourth.
spoken 32-year-old leftbander.
his brief coreer — on his third
I5-mile hike through the San
try. He had knocked the bar off Charlie Tidwell of Kansas "1 didn't ask for a raise and
Jacinto mountains and two
with his trailing leg on his first previously unbeaten in the I didn't get one. But I didn't
boors of wood chopping.
two tries at the 7 foot 3 inch sprints and co-holder, of the take a cut, either."
"I feel I have to go through JOHN THOMAS, Boston uni- dimmed somewhat because of
mark after clearing 7-1 and 7-2. world indoor 60-yard dash rec• Last year was Whitey's worst
with this program to be ready versity high jump champion, an astounding jump by VaThe record was dimmed ord, failed to qualify in his in nine seasons with the club.
physically for Fullmer." Rob- broke his own world indoor lerie Brume!, a Moscow stusomewhat because of an as- trial heat getting off to a poor He won 12 and lost nine, but
high
jump
record
at
the
72nd
dent.
The
Fullmer
Soviet
News
rank
said.
"1
Agen- tounding high
inson
jump by an 18. start.
several of his victories were
with Jake LaMotta as one of Boston AA meet held at the cy Tass, reported Brumel's year-old
Russian youth in a
World broad jump champion among the Yankees most-needthe strongest men I have met. Boston Gardens with a leap leap at seven feet, four and meet at Leningrad only a few
ed ones. So they decided he
And I used this kind of pro- of seven feet, three and one- onebalf inches. (UPI Tele- hours earlier. As reported lay Ralph Boston won the 45-yard
high hurdles easily in 5.6 sec- didn't deserve to be sliced for
my eighth inches. His record was photo)
preparing for
gram In
Tass, the Soviet News agency, onds, one-tenth of a second off next year and
Ford, feeling
fights with LaMotta."
Valeri Brume! jumped 7 feet 4 the meet mark. The biochemis- they were beifig more than
And in keeping with his
and one-half inches. Thomas' try student from Tennessee A. fair, promptly scrawled
his
"strong man" tactics. Robinold indoor mark was 7 feet 21a & I. defeated Mike Herman of signature on a contract.
son is letting his beard grow
inches and his world outdoor New York by six to eight feet. He had still another reason
and the stubble was about a
mark was 7 feet 3 3-4 inches.
to he happy. Manager Ralph
half-inch long when he began
Officials said Thomas' record
Houk has promised to work
the hikes and wood chopping
would be submitted to the AAU
him more often and that's exactIn the chopping exercise, Rob
as an even 7 feet 3 inches since
ly what Whitey wants.
inson actually is using an ax
regulations require that records
Houk has said he plans to WAITING for the ball to Boston Celtics get set to bat.
on the woodpile at Cisco Anbe submitted in increments of
work Howard more behind come down, Wilt Chamber- tie for rebound in first perdrade's training camp. He DURHAM, N. C. (CIAA News best defensive mark, allowing one-quarter inch. The 7 3-1-8
the plate so that Yogi Berra lain (left) of the Philadelphia iod of Warriors-Celtics conchops for three minutes and Service) — Virginia Union's only C6.6 points per game to be height was realized on measwill be free for more left field Warriors, and Bill Russell (6) test in Philadelphia. T h •
Warren Spraggins went on a scored by their 10 opponents. urement after Thomas cleared
rests One minute
and Tommy Heinsohn of the Celtics won game 129-121.
duty.
By Sunday Robinson intend- scoring spree last week to in- The league's big men lead the the bar. The young Negro did
PI) Telephoto.
"Nothing would suit me beted increasing his hikes to 20 crease his league leading mar- loop in the field goal shooting not attempt a greater height.
ter," smiled the Yankee
remiles and his wood chopping to gin over Winston - Salem's Cleo accuracy race, paced by Sprag• Asked if Brumel's performceiver, who reported that the
gins' .612 mark on 148 of 242 ance gave him added inthree hours. He said he would Hill.
CINCINNATI, Ohio — (UPI) bone fracture be suffered in
Virginia Union moved into the connections from the floor. Hot- not begin boxing until the end
— Frank Robinson, slugging his right hand during t h e
week and by then front seat as the CIAA's top of- on his heels are Hampton's
of next
champion of the National Lea- World Series with Pittsburgh
should be toughened up to his fensive unit, while Hampton's Walter Ward (6-5), NCC's Johngue, almost quit the Cincin- had healed completely.
Pirates repeated for the second
peak.
ny Jones (6-7), and Maryland
nati Reds last year because Howard revealed that Bob
"I've got to be hard and successive week as the loop's State's Jesse Williams (6-8), al
OAKLAND, Calif. — (UPI)
he disliked playing first base, Friend of the Pirates, who
five, according to
tough to withstand Fullmer's top defensive
shooting at a clip 'netter than
the Cincinnati Enquirer report- threw the ball that caused the
The Oakland Raiders of the
tactics in the clinches," Rob- the latest statistics released by 55 per cent.
he
injury, "wrote me later
MADRID — (UPI) — The ed.
American
Football
League,
inson said. "ril have plenty the conference's news service
was sorry and I wrote back I
Rober Gibbs of Virginia Un- Sports Palace crowd cheered
The newspaper said Robinwho have seen many of their
of time to sharpen up my box- here.
again,
espemeet
hoped we'd
ion and Jimmy Brown of world featherweight champion son
walked out the door when
ing after I feel I'm in top con- Spraggins, a 6-5 senior, pump- Hampton Institute continued
top draft picks go to National
Davey Moore but booed t h e general manager Gabe Paul cially since I have to get a hisi
ed in 133 points in four games
dition."
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Football
off him."
their see • saw race as the referee for giving him a fourthLeague clubs, finally
upheld
over
up
a
sizeable
lead
manager Fred Hutchindays to open
Robinson spent three
ceremony Penn State's Bob Brown won nailed
pomp and
The
C1AA's leading marksmen at round technical knockout over son's
a top choice when Wash.
decision to move him
resting before he started on his nearest rival in the individ- the charity line. Gibbs moved
Rob.
accompany
usually
which
the 70, 80 and 100 yard dashes ington halfback
Fred Galiana of Spain.
ual scoring derby. The Panther
from the outfield to first base.
his strenuous campaign.
George Elem.
erts' signing was completely in the 14th Star games, but fell
eager has racked up 364 points into the front seat this week, Moore of Springfield, 0., Paul is now general manager
ing signed his contract.
one.
34-year-old
as
the
missing
in 12 contests for an average hitting on 61 of 72 free throws floored Galiana in the third of the Houston club in the leathree
Sime's
of Dave
Fletning, a star in the past
time ace of Philadelphia's
of 30.3 points per game. Hill, for an accuracy of .847. Brown, round of their scheduled 10 - gue.
staff accepted a reported $5,- meet records by a tenth of a two Rose Bowls, was the second
his closest competitor, has scor- last week's leader, trailed with round non - title fight and was The Enquirer, in a story by
000 cut that brings his salary second in each event.
round choice of the Raiders. He
ed 320 points in 12 games for a .793 mark, connecting on 43 battering the Spaniard about Bill Ford, said Robinson disdown to around $40,000.
the ring with a head barrage
Olympic star Hayes Jones, was also sixth round pick of the
an average of 26.6. Elizabeth of 53 charity shots.
agreed with Hutchinson and
when
the
referee stopped the
Chicago Bears and had been
City's Mary Trotman. ranks Virginia Union repeated as
asked for a meeting with Paul 11111111111111111111111111111111111111101111a1111111111111111111 running for Eastern Michigan
the CIAA's best in both field bout at 18 seconds of the fourth on the day before the 1960
university, tied an American sought by two Canadian League
third with a 25.3 mark.
session.
and meet record in the 70-yard teams.
Tom Harris' Virginia Union goal and free throw percentage
Moore's title was not at season opened. Paul Fut rorted
hurdles.
The 22-year-old back agreed
quint, with three century mark for the second successive week. stake because
Hutchinson and Robinson walkGaliana
weighed
The Panthers have connected
Several meet records were to terms after coach Eddie Er133 1-4 pounds, seven and one- ed out the door.
Minnie Minoso, a man who contests on the slate, moved inas the top scoring on 471 of 909 shots from the
shattered in the games, spon- delatz of the Raiders made a
Paul called Robinson back
almost never commits himself to the lead
fourth over the 126 - pound
sored by the Washington Eye- special trip to Seattle to see
until spring training is under- team, averaging 90.7 points per floor for a neat .518 accuracy. limit. The champion scaled Into his office and told him to
free throw line they 1251
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — ing Star, at the National him.
consider the possible conseway, set a personal record for game. A & T followed with an At the
/
2.
have pumped in 328 of 485 for a
Paul G. Sullivan, chairman Guard Armory where only a "Needless to say, we're very
quences of his refusal to play
•
he signed 86.3 mark.
promptness when
Apparently
the
strongly
parHampton's Pirates boast the .678 percentage.
of the world championships week ago theatrical champions pleased to sign our number two
tisan fans thought the angry where the manager assigned
his 1961 contract with the Chicommittee of the National and political winners had hon- draft choice,' Erdelatz said.
Galiana was still in shape to him. He asked Robinson to
cago White Sox for an estimated
The coach said he would use
Boxing Association received ored President Kennedy with a
$50,000.
continue when the bout was reconsider.
Fleming, a 185-pound speedster,
Robinson declined to cohfirm $5,000 in behalf of Philadel- gala ball.
stopped. He has been so angry
A club spokesman said MiBrown took the 70-yard sprint into a flanking back. Perhaps
noso's new salary represents
when driven to his knees by a or deny the incident when he phia light heavyweight con80 • yarder more important. Erdelatz said,
a "substantial increase and
right to the chin in the third showed up to sign his 1961 con- tender Ilarold Johnson as a in 7.1 seconds, the
in 0.6. But was that he naturally expected
makes him the highest player
round that he hammered the tract. Terms were not raleased stipulation to the Feb. 7 title in 7.9 and the 100
tenth of a to take advantage of Flemings
In White Sox history."
ring canvas with his gloves, but it was estimated his salary bout at Miami Beach between Sime's records, a
are
7 seconds, place-kicking talents.
Johnson and Jesse Bowdry of second better,
after a 12Minoso signed
and between rounds danced was $25,000 to $30,00
7.8 and 9.5.
At Washington last season,
"I didn't like to play first St. Louis.
minute chat with president Bill
about his corner and hammered
Jones' tie was a bit more Fleming booted 23 out of 24
base then and I haven't changVeeck, becoming No. 7 on the
Sullivan, also a member of
the ring post.
condo
it
had
to
He
that.
just
than
versions and added four field
Athletic
list ready for next season. Last
Pennsylvania
Undaunted by that anger, ed my mind one bit," Robin- the
unhurdles
of
flights
six
over
goals.
season Minoso was last to sign.
Davey tore into his when the 'son said. 'I'm an outfielder. Commission, said the NBA
AAU rules, where Lee
The Cuban outfielder has
would recognize the winner der new
bell opened the fourth and had I signed as an outfielder."
record
the
set
who
Calhoun,
Robinson said he did not want of the Johnson-Bowdry fight
played with the White Sox in
him reeling when the referee
on
to play first base this season as the light heavyweight back in 1957, only had five
eight of 10 major league seastepped in.
the three-foot six - inch on
sons and last year played in
Because of the ferocity of his but said that with a salary in- champion provided both
Styron of Southern
• full round of 154 games.
attack, Moore was given an crease "well that's a differ- fighters posted $5,000 as an stacles, Don
Salukis, was second. He
Minoso, 37, finished thin,
assurance they would defend Illinois
ovation when he left the ring. ent story."
world's record in the
among American league batter the title "within 90 days holds the
Galiana also was loudly cheer-, Paul, in Houston, said he
Jones placed third in the
with .311 average and was first
against one of the top con- event.
ed because of his courageous (Ls,.:ssed the matter with
Rome Olympics in the 110-meter
Robinson the day before the
tenders."
in total hits with 184. He was
anger, under fire.
year.
runner-up in the runs-batted-in
Sullivan said he also receiv- hurdles last
Moore flies to Paris, where season opened . He said he
race with 105 and was among
he hopes to arrange an April talked with Robinson "In ed a telegram from Bowdry's
manager, Eddie Yawitz of St.
the league's top 15 home run
fight for Rome or Milan, Italy, fatherly fashion or in a
that his
hitters with 20.
with fifth-ranking contender Ray ner i
Louis, confirming
which I thought
By COLLIE .7. NICHOLSON
Nellie Fox, White Sox infieldshould."
$5,000 would be posted by a
Nobile of Italy.
GRAMI3LING, La.—(Special)
deadline time.
er who won the league's 1959
— The
Most Valuable Player award,
ANAHEIM, Calif., (UPI) — tiling signing of five Gram.
The NBA recently ordered
College gridders to prolast year was the club's highest
the light heavyweight cham- Willie Davis, expected to be
fessional contracts during the
pionship vacated on grounds the rookie Star of the Los
paid player in history. Fox has
week added distinction to
campus by
JIM SOREY (left), former ern University
and
Archie Moore, Angeles Dodgers this season,
not yet signed.
the holder,
reflected quality in the caliber
Tiger football great, who coach Vincent Gaines. Sorey
failed to defend his crown
added to the Dodger All- of
was
played with the Buffalo Bills will enroll for second semesfootball
played
by
Glum
within a specificed period.
Star squad for the annual Eddie
of the American Football ter classes at the Houston
Robinson's
tenacious
11111=1111111111111111U0g111=1111111111illiggill1 medical benefit game to be Tigers.
League last year, is welcom- school when the period beplayed at La Palma Park
ed back to the Texas South- gins.
All-American fullback Preshere Sunday, Feb. 5.
ton Powell, a
Scout Lefty Phillips, who is structed 6-2 compactly con.
220-pound line.
managing the Dodger stars, smasher, is
the latest Gram.
also picked outfielder Ron bling
quickfoot to enter the
/
CLEVELAND. Ohio — (UPI)
Fairly for the squad that will play-for-pay
ranks.
SAN FRANCISCO —
— The Ohio State University
face Philly manager Gene
Powell will play for the
— Abe Saperstein, owner of Mauch's major-minor league
fieldhouse at Columbus will
Cleveland Browns of the
be the site of the National AAU
the Harlem Globetrotters, won All-Stars.
National Football League. 114
: women's indoor track and field
a $70,000 judgement against a
four
Mauch
announced
signed
for a
substantial
group which ran a rival basket- members of his squad. They
7 championships on March 10.
bonus.
ball team under such names are Phillips outfielder John
Frances Kaszuhski, U. S.
Solemnly
and
doggedly put.
.. women's track and tied chairas the "Harlem Trotters" and Callison, first baseman Jim sued
by
more professional
nan. made the announcement.
the "Globetrotters."
Marshall of the Giants, in- scouts than
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243 So. 4th St.

By ALVIN SPIVAK

Name Martin To Commerce Post

Kennedy Seeks Answers On Revenue

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Kennedy has named
Clarence Daniel Martin jr., Santa Monica, Calif., auto dealer,
as undersecretary of commerce for transportation.
He also announced that he will appoint James W. Symington,
33-year-old son of Sen. and Mrs. Stuart Symington (D-Mo.), as
deputy director of the food-for-peace program.
Martin. 44, is the son of the late Clarence D. Martin, who
was governor of the state of Washington from 1933 to 1941.
The White House said he will bring to his new post "a
background of successful activity in business development and
administration, real estate, investment financing and farming.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Kennedy has ordered
his economic experts to determine whether the current business
dip will endanger tax revenues needed for his legislative program.
Kennedy wants to know how much revenue the government
can expect before he can make firm decisions on how to revise President Eisenhower's record peacetime budget proposal
of $80 9 billion for the new fiscal year starting July 1.
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Week Of Feb 4-10, 1961

EATING
By

Bishop's Players Hit
Town With Show Feb.4

GRACE WILLIAMS
In our concern over the national dietary problem, obesity, we often forget that segment of our population that is
struggling with the deficiency The cleverly staged produc- pany, first repertory company Misses Clarice Sykes, LaRosa
disease, underweight. In fact, tion of Christopher Fry's "THE to reunite the forces of religion Macklin, Ruth Clower, Johnniw
in our difficult battle with the BOY WITH A CART" as pre- and theatre. Its outstanding rec- Mae Baptist, Shirley Wilson,
bulges it takes a bit of imagi- sented by the Bishop's Players ord includes over 600,000 miles Maxine Robinson, Clara White,
nation to realize that there are of Santa Barbara, California — of travel in 48 states and Can- Georgia Bramlet, Mrs. Jeani
those who are battling Just as unique repertory company tour- ada. Asking the audience to Williams. Mrs. Magnolia Bass
hard to camotlauge the angles. ing 51 weeks of the year — share in the creation of the and Mrs. Katherine Jones,
Underweight occurs when the can be seen on Feb. 4, 8 p. in., play is part of the technique (See picture on page 4)
food energy intake is below the at the Metropolitan Baptist of the Company which uses no
actual body need for energy. church, under the sponsorship sets or props.
For example, an energy de. of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority. The Company has full scheficit of as few as 100 calories The proceeds will go to the St. dule as part of the concert
each day, which is the amount Jude hospital and the worthy series of colleges and univerof energy contained in about students at LeMoyne college. sities, as well as being a high- LeNloyne's Mad
Magicians
1.5 slices of white bread or The story is about the she,- light of church calendars in all open a
five-game home stand
2 pats of butter, will account herd lad, Cuthman, and h i s parts of the United States. The this Thursday
night, Feb. 2, at
for the
loss of about
ten building of a church. Cuthman casts are inter-raciat and inter- 8 in Bruce Hall when they
pounds of body fat in a year. /eads a carefree life until sud- faith. Advance donation tickets meet
Lane college in a return
the
Glandular disturbances may den misfortune finds him with- can be purchased from
engagement. The Magicians
cause underweight, but In out a father or a home. He members of the sponsoring orushered in the season Dec. 1
healthy persons it is caused by builds a cart and puts his ganization and from the Busi- by
defeating Lane, 88-82, at
poor food and living habits,
mother in it and starts across ness Office at LeMoyne col- Jackson, Tenn.
These poor habits may in- England to find a better life. lege. Mrs. Mary Brooks, presclude skipping meals; too By a growing experience of ident, Mrs. Cherie P. Roland, The LeMoynites take on Alalittle rest; inability to relax; faith, he resolves that he must General chairman, Mrs. Ruby bama A&M, Friday night in
Bruce, and follow with Stillman.
or poor selection of food
do God's work. At a sign from Porter, ticket chairman.
Underweight may be a ser- God, he is led to build a church. Other members of the general College, Saturday night; Phiious problem because the per- "The Boy With a Cart" is the committee are Mrs. Marie L. lander Smith College, Feb. 11,
son is usually more suscepti- first play that went into re- Adams, Mrs. Ritta Smith, Mrs. and Fisk University, Feb. 13.
ble to infection or to digestive hearsal with the Company when Erie Rose, Mrs. Lytle McKin- The LeMoyne squad ends its
Dil1952, by ney, Mrs. Eldora Amos, Mrs. season Feb. 17 against
attractive, bas now been radi- disturbances. He may lack it was founded in
Beardsley. Elizabeth Plaxico, Mrs. Rosa lard University in New Or.
Bewbow
cally changed and improved. ambition, or the ability to con- Phyllis
........
The new suits are "wet" — centrate, or may tire more The play has been given con- Ford, Mrs. Amanda Brown, leans.. ..
that is, they allow circula- easily than a person of desira- tinuously since that time.
BORN BEFORE CHURCH
tion of a small amount of ble weight.
A complete examination by The English theatre, as most
water which is soon heated
by the body. The fabric is a medical doctor is the first people know, was born before
foam neoprene, not only step toward weight gain. He the altar of the church. The
warming but very buoyant. will find any physical de- long separation between church
and to be effective it must be fects that are contributing to and stage is being brought to
tailored to iteither the male the suboptimal body weight. an end by the Bishop's Comor female form.
His prescription after t h e
check up will probably be "eat oneS, increasing the amount of
food a little at a time.
more food."
Since a pound of body fat Plenty of rest and relaxation
represents 3,500 stored, cal- will go a long way toward
ories, a daily 500-calorie in- building up an appetite and
take above the actual energy conserving energy. New eatneed will result in the gain ing habits help, too. For exof one pound of body fat each ample, the person who does
he
not drink milk because
week.
It is easy to say that weight prefers coffee will need to
Joseph Antwine, live at 1583 gainers should eat more con- learn to use milk in addition
Herman in Memphis.
centrated sources of carbohy- to his coffee because of its exEnroute to its fine 8-2 record, drates and fat — rich desserts cellent
nutritional contribuSouthern captured the Inter- and butter. Actually, these tion.
state Intercollegiate Athletic foods only lead to a feeling Our publication "Down the
Conference football crown for of extreme fullness, and an in- Scale or Up" gives a lot more
the first time since the league adequate food intake still pre. suggestions to the weight
QUICK AND COURTEOUS SERVICE
was formed in 1950. The Salu- vails. Whereas, some
fruit gainer. For a free copy of this
140••••••••••••••••••••11kis established
eight new and a glass of milk is quickly booklet send a card to t h e
marks and played before a digested and does not inter- Memphis Dairy Council, 135
record 80,000 fans, during what fere with the next meal.
North Pauline, Memphis 5,
has been considered the finest Nutritionists say those who Tenn., or call JA 6-7303.
season in SIU history.
wish to gain should start slow- "A Guide To Good Eating"
The Salukis also received na- ly, gradually increase their is a service provided for the
ve•-•••••••••••+••••••
tional recognition as they capacity for food they normal- readers of the Tri-State Dewere ranked fourth and fifth ly eat, and be sure to eat fender through the cooperation
At The Some Address
Years
40
in the Associated Press and regular meals every day.
of the Memphis Dairy CounUnited
Press
International They, also, recommend that cil,
Mrs. Williams is a
Ladies Invited
polls before dropping t w o people eat several small meals teacher of Home Economics
non-conference tilts
against a day instead of three large at Manassas high school,
Bowling Green and top smallcollege power Ohio University.

Golfing I
With
'Lir
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe

One of the nicest course.
scenes on any golf course is a The old weather man h a s
husband and wife golfing to- kept us off the tee these last
gether. An ideal couple that will few days but it hasn't hamperMrs. ed our minds front thoughts of'
be missed is Mr. and
(Strody) Lewellyn. Tournament play, says our
Stewart
Mr. Lewellyn passed shortly president, Harvey Smith. Plans
before Christmas. Mrs. Lewel- are completed for the second
Qualls Golfers
lyn, dust off your clubs and Annual Sam
keep that little white ball roll. Whist tournament to be held
Thursday night, 8 p. m., March
ing.
Thinking of another Mr. and 2, at 708 Boston.
Mrs. in golf, Mrs. I. A. Watson, It is shaping up to be much
jr., hasn't quite lost her interest Larger than the last. S I x
in the game, says my golfing prizes will be given. Refreshbuddy, Mrs. Kalteen Johnson. ments will be served. DefendGet to work Doc, help that in- ing champions Alfred Jones,
terest grow again. More Eugene Hunter and Willie Hill
ladies are needed on the golf are expected back to defend
their titles.
Many unsung whist cham- NEW YORK — Sports Illuspions will be there to try and trated last week showed the
take the honors. Don't miss out fashion news in skin-diving
(Continued From Page 16) on the fun. There will be two suits — on pretty Fronds
sessions if you can't make the Coeds Carole Ridings and
words, "I'm not gone yet,"
first. Be sure and make it, Carole Chamberlain. But the
Vernand Bates' last words,
new beauty isn't only the
they are expecting you.
"lookout," Walter Perrina's
Mickey Reynolds, hurry back girls: what used to be a
last words, "Man, I slobbed
from the hospital. We are go- tricky, bulky and shapeless
like a dog," Bidie Blue's last ing to miss you
making the rubber outfit, which kept the
words. "I don't have any at whole world stand still while diver dry but made both
tbe present," Barbara Person's you make that putt.
sexes look quite alike and unlast words, "Lay me anywhere.'."
EMPHASIS WEEK
Norris Truman's last words,
dmpahtasLe
is ikIV
Icreyn
ek
e
4 1 get mine at home," Joan will
Foster's last words, "Now this College, Feb. 1-3, it was anis how I'll write Rick. I'll use nounced by the Rev. John C.
the letter from Tina and I'll
personnel
rsonnel counselor
and . . . and."
TOP FIVE GIRLS
Beverly Buntyn. Helen Pru- the observance
the Rev. Houston Antw me,
of Memdent. Yvonne Jordan, Moe Nicholas Hood, pastor
of
Frances Westbrooks and Vivian P lymouth Congregational phis, Tenn., third round draft
Barnes.
church, Detroit, Mich. He choice of the Detroit Lions,
earned his fourth
Roy Hopkins, Willie Y. Wil- speaks each morning at 10:30 last fall
liams, Eddie Hughes, Yumie in 2nd Congregational church Southern
university
Illinois
Kirk and the Esquires.
and will appear at a special l varsity football letter, accordHINT TO THE WISE
panel discussion Thursday af- ing to an announcement made
If you start in time you'll ternoon at 3 in the college lee- by Saluki Coach
Carmen
finish in time.
ture hall.
Piccone.
Antwine picked up every conceivable honor available to
SIU linemen. "Twine," as he's
called by his teammates, was
chosen "Most Valuable Play(Continued From Page 16) SOCIETY
er" of this year's squad. He
often? Lemuel McCall would! The Melrose PTA is now In '
also was selected to the Aslose Mary Jones? Abraham the process of preparing for
Campbelle would be deprived it. annual Tea scheduled for sociated Press' second team
of the privilege of walking March 12 in the Melrose gym. Little All-American and was
Dorothy Agnew home each The highlight of the tea will named for the second stright
evening? Billy Holmes and Lo- feature tables representing Na- year to the IIAC all-conference
me Holmes broke up i wan, Alaska, Japan, Africa, team.
Other honors picked off by
Charles Marshall took Curlene France and the United States.
Hamilton from James Manns7 Entertainment will be in the the four-year letterman were
Tyrone Patterson and Richard form of music, dancing and selection on the NAIA District
songs. Mrs. L. G. Branscomb 20 all-star team and SIU's
House were buddies?
This week the spotlight is is president and Mrs. C. M. school newspaper award for
focused on the Future Bust- Bumpus is the general chair- "Lineman of the Year." Housness Leaders of America. This man,
ton's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
organization is composed
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
of A Heaven and Hell party and
young men and women who dance will be given at the
306 Poplar At Laudardal•
COMPLETE
have had two or more years home of Miss Atoms Lytle,
Phone JA. 5-6348
HOME REMODELING
of study in the field of Busi- Feb. 11, from 8 till. Admission
FIBRE GLASS
ness Education. The president is by invitation only. The doAWNINGS
of the club is Miss Geneva Al- nation is 35 cents. Come feast
CAR PORTS
DURHAM
exander. a senior in the 12-1 with the Shanterletts. O.K.?
STEEL FOLDING
SPECIAL.
SPECIAL
homeroom of Mr. C. D. Good. GETTING TOGETHER
CHAIRS
Deluse Combination Doors &
Modern Design.
low.
Windows As Low As
Carolyn
Thompson
a n d
Handsome AppearThe club is anticipating its James Buford (Hamilton), Sue
anon. Rutted Con
$5.00 Per Mo.
struction
V •r7
assembly
annual
program Parham and Homer Fouche,
Durable.
NO MONEY DOWN
which will be presented some Martine Walker and
RudY
FHA TERMS
time next month. This organi- Smith, Dorothy Dorsey
and
Call or Visit
5°
and up
Tejon has proven to be very Jimmy Payne, James Manna
vital to the student and faculty. and Curlene Hamilton, Gwen Soft Lit. Fibre Glass and ConCONTACT US
struction Co., Inc. of Memphis
FOR VOLUME PRICES
During the weeks before exam Fife and Harvey Young, JewWH 8-4079
BERNATSKY BROS.
these members were engaged ell Reed and Baby Huey, Vel500 & Main IL — IA. &NM
in cutting stencils and mimeo- ma Jackson and Frank Har1211 S. Parkway E.
atereable. Tone.
graphing.
ris, Francis Hunt and JohnThe club is composed of such ny Greer, Jasper Williams and
outstanding students as Evelyn Barbara Bowles (Manassas),
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
Spruill, Dorothy Dorsey, Flos- Hattie Cole and Sederick Rice
sie Wallace. Attie Mae Spencer, (CARVER).
For As Little As
Pauline Middlebrook. Effie SIGN-OFF
Erby and others. Mrs. C. T.
Until next week .., later.
Suggs and Miss M. McDowell
are the advisors,
You eon have a Modern, Convenient Office in the Tri-State
OLD FASHIONED
IN THE SWING
PIT BARBECUE
Defender Building with Gas, Light and Heat Furnished.
DOLLS
Ever, Bit. Oood
Margaret Sherrod, Joyce
Bec•use It's Cooked With
DOCTORS, LAWYERS, BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
Mississippi Hickory Wood
Berry, Curlene Hamilton, LoCourteous — Curb Service
Contact MR. WHITTIER SENGSTACKE
rene Holmes, Regina Ferguson, •LLEN a ANNA's DRIVE IN
21110 So Bellevue — Milroy 51 Bo
Annie Pearl
Brigefort, MarRead all. • Anny• Mere In
TRI-STATE DEFENDER
JA 6-8397
This Wevt's Defender
guerite Brigefort.
GUYS
George Milan, Jewell Reed,
James Manns, Jasper William,
Homer Fouche, Garland
Briggs, Lawrence Kelly, Elgin
Scott,

B.T.W.

Magicians Open
Long Home Stand

LIQUOR STORE
Bourbon — Brandy
Liquor — Gin — Wine
Vodka

$30.00 MONTHLY

TOWN KASTLE
T-K's
Drive-in Restaurant
FRIED
OR
BAR-8-Q CHICKEN
TO GO!
Sandwiches
Hot Dogs
2 for 25c
Hamburgers
2 for 25c
Bar-B-Q
25c
Kingsburger (Real big)
35c
French Fries
lOr
Hot Chocolate
10c
EAT IT HERE
OR
TAKE IT WITH YOU!

T-K's
WH 6-0189
FLORIDA at TRIGG

3ibrinh Sav:
"it's Cheaper
By The Dozen 99

BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRICESl
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 SO. MAIN AT VANCE
OPEN R A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
Independent Liquor Dealer

"We Don't Wanna Get Rich"

Free Parking ,Space

• 46

BUY BY THE CASE AT A SAVING
ALSO MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES

ABLE
recapi
ence
, are U
studen

Gi

Telephone JA 6-9963
355 Beale Avenue

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

$2

S.

MIDWAY

memphan
i Grid Star
AtsSIUMickle,
A
Cops Honors

MELROSE

VOL

DON'T MISS
Your

TR1-STATE DEFENDER
Read it Each & Every Week
Use Our Home DeliveryService
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KNOW WHAT'S HAPPENING!
Fill in Application Now —
Application For

TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Home Delivery Service

410
(Dots)

ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home Delivery Department
Please send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy each week to:
Name
(Please

Address
City

Print)

State

Phone

I understand this 16-page Memphis newspaper is publishes! every Wednesday and costs only
15c per copy. Thank You.
(NOTE: Bring or mail this application to: Home Delivery Dept. c/o Tri-State Detender,
236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).

PHONE JA. 6-8397 FOR MORE DETAILS
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